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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record· No~ 4397 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Supreme Court of Appeals he.ld,at the Supreme Court 
of Appeals Building· in the~ Q.ity of Richmond on Wednesday 
the 12th day of Janu·ary, 195"5: 
RUBY H. VAUGHAN, 
against 
Plaintiff. in Error, 
SANDY EATOON AND JOHN GALE, Defendants in Error. 
From the Court of Law and· Ch.ancery of the City of Norfolk 
Upon the petition of Ruby 13;. Vaughan a writ of error is. 
awarded her to a judgment rendered by the Court of Law anc;[ 
Chancery of tl1e City of Norfolk on th·e 4th day of Aug'u·sf., 
1954, in a certain motion for judgment then therein depenq:. 
ing wherein the said petitioner was plaintiff and Sandy' 
Eatoon and ,T ohn Gale were defendants; upon the petition~r 
or some one for her, entering into bond with sufficient security' ., . . 1 
before the clerk of the said Court of ~aw and. qhancery in the 'j.;;,,_,jl:fil 
penalty of three hundred dollars, with condit10n as the law.:· .. ,-· · ·' .. 
directs. · .·-.- ,· 
., .. .,. ;, :,._~if :" ' :,, $1 j-¥,, •'.,b' ,;.~J'ii''? 
:~!- :i'.' ~i1l ;kl!~~ ~.~.:ri:i.~, :1:I·~,·- t_::. ~-r~~ ~1~· t"!r:!;i j~,,,,.,~( . ,,,hi • 
. ~i ·~. ''ill· .l . . "; Ibo ·_ffl. ~ ~. -
~:·:~~- ~~ _: •. )\J~i1J·;, ... :., ~~;'·f~:. 51: .L ..:._ ~ ,''J · ~:~" • f 
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ANSWER .AND GROUNDS OF DEFENSE OF Ttrm 
DEFENDANT SANDY EA.TOON. 
Pursuartt to rules of the Supreme ·Court of Appeals 0£ Vit-
~inia, the d~fendant, Sandy Eatoon, files herein his pleading 
m response to the motion for judgment filed against him ana 
J oh1:1 Galet nnd states: 
This defendant denies that he and de£endant John Gale, 
or either of them, were guilty of any recklessness, wantonness1 
negligence nnd/or wilfulness which caused the motor vehicle 
(truck) driven by this defendant, referred to in the motion 
for judgment, tu come in contact with the plaintiff's vehicle 
as alleged in Section 1 0£ tha· motion for judgment, or other-
wise. 
2. 
This defendant is not h1£ormed as to any injuries, loss, or 
damages to person and/or property sustained by the plain-
tiff, or th~ nature or extent t];iereof, as alleged in. Section 2 of 
the plaintiff's motion for judgment; however, this defendant 
denies that such, if any, wete the result of any act,. whether 
commissiort_ or omission, 9~ the _part of this defendant and 
defendant John Gale, or either of them. · 
page 6 ~ 8. 
: This defendant denies that. he owes anything to the plain-
tiff and sbttes that no act of this defendant and defendant 
J" ohn Gale, o~ either of them, whether commiss1on or omission. 
~as the proximate cause or c~ntribnting en.use of the alleged 
injuries, loss or damage to plaintiff. 
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Plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence. 
This defendant denies that he and John Gale, or either of 
them, operated or caused to be operated said truck in a grossly 
.negligen~, w.anton, or reckless manne~, and denies that said 
,defendants, or .either of them, were guilty of any recklessness 
or negligence, .and denies that the plaintiff is entitled to any 
,damages whatsoever against said defendants, or either of 
.them. 
This defendant denies :each and ever,y .alle~tion or state-
:ment of the motion for judgment n0:t herein denied or 
.:answered.. 
This defendant reserves the right to -amend, alter, change, 
'Or add to this pleading. · 
MAURICE B. SHAPERO, 
'Of Counsel ior ·sandy Eatoon. 
.. 
• .. 
'Court of Law and Chancery, Norfolk, Va_ 
Filed 2-16 1954. 
Attest: 
A. SUTTMILLER, Deputy Clerk. 
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ANRWER .AND ffR.OUNnR OF DEFENRE "OF "THE DE-
FENDANT JOHN GALE. 
Pnr~nnnt tn rnleg of the Sn-prerne Court of An-peals of Vir-
,iin1a, ·the <let'endant, John {hi.lr, -fnes 'herein bis -pleading J~ 
4 
response to the motion for jurlgment :filed against him and 
Sandy Eatoou, and states :. 
1 .. 
TJ;iis defendant denies. tl1at he and defendant s~ndy Eatoon,, 
or either of them, were guilty of any recklessness, wantonness,. 
~egiig~nce and/or' wilfulness which caused the motor vehicle 
(.truck) driven by Sandy Eatoon,. referreq to in motion for 
Ndgtnent, to come in c<;mtact with the plaintiff's ve~icle a·s. 
aue·ged in .Section 1 of the· motion for judgnient,. or otherwise .. 
2 .. 
This defendant is 110:t infortried as· to: arry injuries, loss, or 
d~mage~ to person and/or property sustained by the· plain-
tiff, or the nature oi ext~nt tb~reof, as al.leged in Section 2. 
of the plaintiff's· motion for Judgment; however, this def end-
ant denies tha:t such,. if any,. were the result of any act, whether 
commission o,r omission, on the part of this defendant and 
defendant Sandy Eatoon, or either· Q.f them. 
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This d'efen'da:rrt denies that he owes anything to the plain-
tiff and states that no act of this defendant and defendant 
Sandy Eatoon, .. or either of them, whether commission or 
omission, was the proximate cause or contributing. cause of the 
alleged injuries, loss or damage to plaintiff. 
4. 
Plaintfff wag guilty of contributory negligence .. 
5. 
This defendant denies that I1e and s·andy Eatoon, or eitlier 
of· th~m, ope.rated or caused fo be operated said truck in a: 
grossly negligent, wanton, or rcckiess manner; and dcnieS' 
that safd defendants, or either . of them, were guilty of any 
reckl~ssness or -pegligence, and denies that the plaintiff is: 
entitl~d to any damages whatso·ever against said defendauts;. 
or eitner of tbem.. 
- . -· 
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. 6. 
. ... 
This defendant denies each and.: every allegation or state-
ment of. {he motion for. judgment not herein denied or 
answered. , ; . 
Ji I • 7. i 'Y 
•J I 
This defe1:1dant r~serves _tp.e right to amend, alter, change, , 
or add~to this pleadmg .. : : , : · · ·· ;,. ·.::_r 
• • 
- :· I 
::MA:URICE B. SHAPERO, 
Of Counsel for John Gale. 
. ' 
,. 
• 
• f. -~ 
Court of Law and Chancery, N_orfolk, Va. ·:·, 
Filed 2-16 1954. ·· . 
Attest: ·· -- ,-
A. SUTTMILLER, Deputy Clerk . 
• .. • .. • ·r•;r· 
,*·,. 
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. .. 
,. 
May 11, 1954. ·' .. . , .I' 
.. 
J': H. T. 
AMENDED MOTION. FOR JUDGMEi{T. 
Plaintiff moves the Court for judgment against]he defend-
ants, jointly and severally, in the amount of $~3,711.00 by 
reason of the following: 
1. Tlrnt on or about thr. 9th day of August 1953 at approxi-
hiately 1 :30 o'clock P, M., plaintiff was driving her 1951 
Phevrolet sedan with 1953 Vir~foia license No. ··90514 in a 
lawful manner in an eastwardly direction on Portview Ave-
hue in the Citv- of Norfolk. As plaintiff was crossing the in-
tersection of Portview Avenue .with First. View· Avenue and 
had almost reached. the eastern side of First View Avenue, 
a 1949 Dodge truck bearing 1953 Virginia license No. T49-817, 
6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
owned by John Gale and driven by Sandy Eatoon, agent of 
the said John Gale, was driven in a wanton, reckless and 
grossly neg·ligent manner into the vehicle of the plaintiff. 
2. As the result of said collision plaintiff was thrown in and 
about her automobile and sustained 
(a) severe blow to head with concussion of brain; 
(b) deep cut over right eye with resulting disfiguring scar 
formation; 
(c) severe contusion and crushing injury of the nose and 
face with resulting persisting soreness; 
page 10 } ( d) severe crushing injury of chest with col).-
tusion of the muscles and other tissues and with 
sprain of the junction of the bony portion of the rib with its 
costal cortilage ; 
(e) bruising of rig·ht arm with diffuse severe subcutaneous 
hemorrhage; 
(f) crushing injury to right leg with contusion and bruises; 
(g) tearing apart of a portion of the muscle substance in 
the right leg with resulting permanent excavation in the 
muscle; 
(h) sprain in lower back and spine resulting in protracted 
soreness; 
(i) injury of hip region with bruising of tissues overlying 
the joint and sprain of the joint itself; and 
was otherwise injured; has been prevented from transacting 
her business, has suffered and will continue to suffer great 
pain of body and mind; and 1Ias sustained permanent dis-
ability and deformity; causing her to incur the following 
medical bills in endeavoring to be cured : 
(1) Hospital and doctors' bills and 
expense for medicine; DePaul 
Hospital Emergency Room 
Dr. Raymond Hooker 
Dr. Thomas Beath 
Dr. Fred M. Hodges (x-ray) 
Dr. Randolph Allen 
Medicine 
(2) Estimated Future Doctor's bills 
(3) Loss of Earnings 
( 4) Estimated Future Loss of earnings 
( 5) Allowance for injuries sustained: 
(a) severe blow to head with 
$ 6.00 
69.00 
45.00 
55.00 
11.00 
40.00 
concussion of brain $1,000.00 
226.00 
100.00 
50.00 
200.00 
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.(b) deep cut over right eye 
with resulting disfiguring 
scar formation 1,000.00 
(c) severe contusion and 
crushing injury of the nose 
and face with resulting· 
persisting soreness .500.00 
( d) severe crushing injury of 
chest with contusion of the 
muscles and other tissues 
and with.sprain of the junc-
tion of the bony portion of 
the rib with its costal 
cortilage 500.00 
page 11 } .( e) bruising of right arm 
with diffuse severe subcu-
taneous hemorrhage 400.00 
(f) crushing injury to right leg 
with :contusion and bruises .500.00 
(g) tearing apart of a portion 
of the muscle substance· in 
the right leg with resulting 
permanent excavation in 
the muscle 1,000.00 
{h) sprain of lower back and 
spine resulting in pro-
tracted soreness 400.00 
( i) injury of l1i p region with 
bruising of tissues. over-
lying the joint and sprain 
of the joint itself 400.00 
{6) Pain and suffering@ $5.00 per day 
from the date of t]ie collision until 
March 31, 1954 ( 173 days) 
(7) Disability, deformity, and embar-
rassment as a result of a deformed 
face and permanent scars @ $0.50 
per day over her life expectancy of 
at least 20 years 
{8) Disability, deformity and embar-
rassment as a result. of a deformed 
right leg by reason of the resulting 
permanent excavation in the muscle 
@ $0.25 per day over her life ex-
pectancy of at least 20 years 
5,700.00 
865.00 
3,650.00 
1~825.00 
(9) Pain and suffering @ $0.15 per day· 
or less than .$.0 .. 01 for e\rery, hour; a 
pei:SQD. is customarily active during 
the day over •. her life expecrancy ofh, 
at least 20 :y.ears. 1,095.00 
$13,711.00 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment against the 
defendants, jointly and :severally, in the am~unt of Twenty-
three thousand Seven . Hp.ndred and ele;ven . Dollars ( $23,-
711.00) plus interest and .costs, and further ::requests that if 
it be found that the said .. defendants or either of them oper-· 
ated or caused-to.be operated the said Dodge.ttuck in a grossly 
negligent, wanton or reckless manner, then J?l~intiff 1~equests 
that she also be allowed .$.6,000..00 as puiitivc damages. 
' .... 
t '· 
RUBY R. VAUGHAN_ 
. ;: By GUILFORD D. ·wARE1t 
Of.C~unseL: 
BAIRD, WHITE & LANNING 
a:nd 
LANE & ROGERS, .. -
Counsel for Plaintiff . . . · 
Office and Post Office Address :-
1119 N atio:nal Bank, ,of CODilmerce Bldg .. 
Norfolk 10, Virgin~ . . . . 
May 1I, 1954 .. 
J.H. T. 
page 12 f I bereoy certify that a: copy of the foregoing 
amended motion for judgment was serv:ed on April 
7, 1954 oy mailing a copy thereof to Messrs. Shapero & 
Shapero, 200-A Citizens Bank Building, Norfolk, Virginim 
attorneys for: the defendants.. · 
GUILFORD D. WARE .. 
Court of' ~aw and Cl1ancery, N orf oik, Va .. 
FilP.d 4-8. 1954. 
· Attest: 
A. SUTTMILLER, Deputy Clerk .. 
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JOINT AND SEP AR.ATE ANSWERS AND GROUNDS 
OF DEFENSE OF DE~-,ENDANTS JOHN GALE .A.ND 
SANDY EATOON TO Al\1I~NDED MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT OF PLAINTIF1l~ RUBY H. VAUGHAN. 
Pursuant to rules of the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia, defendants, Sandy Eatoon and John Gale, file 
herein their pleading in response to the amended motion for 
judgment filed against them, and state: 
1. 
Defendants deny that they, or either of them, were guilty 
of any recklessness, wantonness, negligence, grossly or other-
wise, which caused the motor vehicle (truck) driven by Sandy 
Eatoon, referred to in amended motion for judgment, to come 
in contact ,,·ith the plaintiff's vehicle as alleged in Section l 
of the amended motion for judgment, or otherwise. 
2. 
Defendants are not informed as to any injuries, loss, or 
damages to person and/or property sustained by the plain-
tiff, or the nature or extent thereof, as alleged in Section 2 
of the plaintiff's amended motion for judgment; however, de-
fendants deny that sucl1, if any, were the result of any act, 
whetlier commission or omission, on the part of Sandy Eatoon 
and J olm Gale, defendants, or either of them. 
Defendants deny tlrnt they owe anytlling to the plaintiff 
and state flmt no act of defendants, Sandy Eatoon and John 
Gale, or either of them, whether commission or omission, was 
tlie proximate cause or contributing cause of the alleged in-
juries, loss or damage to plaintiff. 
page 14 ~ 4. 
Plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence. 
10 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
5. 
Defendants deny that they, or either of them, operated or 
caused to be operated said truck in a grossly negligent, wan-
ton, or reckless manner, and deny that said defendants, or 
either of them, were guilty of any recklessness or neg·ligence, 
grossly or otherwise, and deny that the plaintiff is entitled to 
any damages whatsoever against said defendants, or either of 
them. 
6. 
Defendants deny each and every allegation or statement in 
the amended motion for judgment not herein denied or 
answered. 
7. 
Defendants reserve the right to amend, alter, chang·e, or add 
to this pleading. 
• • 
MAURICE B. SHAPERO, 
Of Counsel for defendants 
Sandy Eatoon and John Gale . 
• • 
Court of Law and Chancery, Norfolk, Va. 
Filed 4-10 1954. 
Attest: 
L. M. CALVERT, Deputy Clerk . 
• • 
. . 
• 
page 15 ~ 
In the Court of Law and Chancery of the City of Norfolk 
on the 11th day of May, 1954 . 
• • • • • 
This dnv camp tlrn parties. in nerson nrnl hy connsei, nnd 
upon motion of tl1e parties the above entitfoo actiom:; at law 
are to be heard together, and upon motion of Rubv H. 
• w 
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Vaughan, by counsel, leave is granted her to amend her 
.amended motion for judgment to read $23,711.00, and there-
upon came a jury, to-wit; Karl J. lVIeit~, N. B. Rose, Joseph 
W. Midget~ T. W. Knight, John Minor, Jf'rank J. Lockner and 
Henry G. Mizelle, who, upon being duly sworn the truth to 
speak upon the issues joined, and having- heard a part of the 
evidence ut 5 :00 o'clock P. M. were adjourned until tomorrow 
morning at 10:00 o'clock A. l\l 
• • • • 
page 24} INSTRUCTION NO. D-L 
The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the 
,evidence that Mrs. Vaughan, the driver of the car in which 
the plaintiffs were passengers, was guilty of negligence, and 
that Mrs. :-1 aughan 's negligence was the sole proximate cause 
'Of the injury to plaintiffs, your verdict should be for the de-
l'endan ts. 
Granted. 
J. H. T. 
page 25} INSTRUCTION NO. D-3. 
The conrt instructs the jury that when two ve11icles approach 
-0r enter an intersection at approximately the same time, it 
1s the duty of t11e driver of the vehicle on the left to yield the 
right of ,vay to the vehicle on the right, and you are instructed 
that '' right of way,'' within the meaning of tl1is instruction, 
means the right of a vellicle to proceed uninterruptedly in a 
lawful manner in preference or priority to another vehicle 
-approaching in another direction; and if you believe from the 
•evidence in tllis case, that plaintiffs were riding in a vehicle 
which was being operated by 1\frs. Vaug]mn in an easte:rly 
direction along First View A venue, and the defendant was 
1operating a vehicle in a northerly direction along Portview 
Avenue, within the speed limits prescribed by law and that 
both of said vehicles approached or entered tbe intersection 
-of these two ·streets at ~pproximately the same time, and that 
l\f rs. Vaughan failed to yield the right of way to the defend-
:ants' vehicle, and that such failure was t11e sole proximate 
·cause of the collision, your verdict should be for the def end-
:ants. 
Granted. 
J.H.T. 
i2 Supreme Court of Appears of Vmgini&. 
page 26 r. INSTRUCTION D-4 .. 
The court instructs. the j_ury that if you believe from the evi-
dence that the car driven by Eatoon entered the intersection 
of Portview Avenue and First View Avenue in advance of the-
Vaughan car, then it was the duty of Mrs. Vaughan,. the driver 
of the car in which plaintiffs were riding, to yield the right of 
way to Eatoon .. And the court further inst:·ucts. the jury that 
if you believe from the evidence that Mrs. Vau.ghan failed to 
yield the right of way to the car dxiven by Eatoon and that. 
such failure was the _sole proximate cause of the accident, you 
should find a verdict in favor of''the defendants .. 
Granted.. 
J. I-I. T .. 
page- 27 f. INSTRUCTION D-5_ 
The Court instructs the jury that it was the duty of :Mrs~ 
Vaughan, the driver of the car in which plaintiffs were riding,, 
to keep the car driven by her under proper control and if you 
believe from the evidence that Mrs. Vaughan did not have the 
car under proper control on the occasion in question, she was. 
guilty of negligence and if you believe from the evidence that 
such negligence, if any, was the. sole ptoximate cause of the-
accitlcnt,. you should find your verdict in favor of the defend-
ants. 
Granted.. 
J~H. T.; 
page 28 r INS'rRUCTION D-7 .. 
The Court instructs the Jury that if you believe from the~ 
~videuce that i\[rs. Vaughan entered the intersection at a. 
time when defendant's truck was dangerously near, Mrs. 
Vaug·han was guilty of neglig·ence, and if you believe that such 
negligence· wa:s tbe sole proximate cause of the collision you 
must find a: verdict for the- defendants~ . ' 
GrantecL 
J. H. T. 
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page 29 ~ INSTRUCTION D-8. 
The Court instructs the jury that the defendants were not 
insurers of the safety of the plaintiffs and were not required 
to exercise such a high degree of care as to prevent the possi-
bility of accidents. On the contrary, defendants were required 
to exercise only ordinary ca!e, that is, such care as an ordi-
narily prudent person would exercise in the same or similar 
circumstances, and if you believe from the evidence that the 
defendants' vehicle was operated with ordinary care, then 
your verdict should be for the dcfendi:mts. 
Granted. 
J.H.T. 
page 30 ~ INSTRUCTION D-10. 
The court instructs the Jury that this case is based on negli-
gence, and you cannot inf er negligence on the part of the 
defendants from the mere happening of the accident. The 
presumption is that the defendants ,:vere free from negligence 
unless and until the contrary is proven by the preponderance 
of the evidence. 
The burden is upon the plaintiff to prove by the preponqer-
ance of the evidence that the defendant Eatoon was guilty of 
negligence and that such negligence was the proximate cause 
of the accident. 
If after hearing all the evidence you are uncertain whether 
the said defendant was guilty of such negligence, and it ap-
pears equally as probable that he was not, as that he was, 
your verdict should be for the defendants. 
Granted. 
J. H. T. 
page 31 ~ INSTRUCTION D-11. 
The court instructs the jury tJmt if you believe from the 
evidence that Mrs. Vaughan was guilty of any negligence 
which caused or contributed to the collision, you should find 
a verdict in favor of the defendants in Mrs. Vaughan's case. 
14 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
This is true even if you believe from the evidence that de-
fendants were guilty of negligence. 
Granted. 
J. H. T. 
page 34} INSTRUCTION 5. 
The Court instructs, the jury that the law of Virginia re-
quires that any person driving an automobile on and along 
the highways shall have the same under proper control at all 
times and declares that failure to have an automobile under 
proper control constitutes reckless driving; and if you be-
lieve that at the time of the accident, or immediately before, 
the defendant was driving in such a manner as not to have it 
under proper control, then he is guilty of ueg·lig·ence as a 
matter of law; and if you fm·thcr believe that this negligence 
was a proximate cause of the accident or that such negligence 
along with other negligence of the defendant was the proxi-
mate cause of the collision then you must find a verdict in 
favor of plaintiffs. 
Refused. 
J. H. T. 
pag·e 35} INSTRUCTION 9. 
The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from tbe. 
evidence that the defendant, Sandy Eatoon, was so wanton and 
reckless as to show a conscious disregard for the rights of 
others then you may award the plaintiffs in addition to the 
damages above mentioned such furt110r .sums as will in your 
opinion constitute proper punishment and proper warning 
against the commission of such wrongs. 
Refused. 
J. H. T. 
page. 36} INSTRUCTION 11. 
The Court instructs the jury that if ~ou believe. after con-
sidering all of the circumstances, that Sandy Eatoon was 
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guilty of gross negligence, which amounts to forgetfulness 
.of legal obligations so far as other persons may be affected., or 
.an act or omission of .a legal duty of an aggravated character 
.as distinguished from more failure to exercise ordinary care, 
.and that such neg·ligence :was a direct and proximate cause 
,of the .accident which caused the injuries., then your verdict 
.should be in favor of Mrs. Vaughan~ even though she may be 
guilty of conti·ibutory negligence.. 
Refused. 
I I .J. H. T. 
J>age 37} 
In the Court of Law and G~ancery -0.f the City of Norfolk on 
.the 12th day .of May, 1954. 
* 
This day came again the parties, in person and by counsel, 
:and thereupon pursuant to adjournment came a.gain the jury 
to-wit; Karl J. Mcith, N. B. Rose, Jo~eph W. Midgett, T. W .. 
Knight, John Minor" Frank J. Lockner and Henry G .. Mizzelle, 
who, now having heard an of the evidence and argument of 
,counsel returned verdicts in the following words and figures, 
'in the case of Daniel Kidwell, an infant, ''"\Ve the jury find 
for the plaintiff in the amount of $500.00' ', in the case of 
Eva Kidwell, ,,·we the jury find for the plaintiff in the amount 
,of $250.00", in the case of Ruby H. Vaug·han, "We the jury 
find for the plaintiff in the amount of $2,500.00", thereupon 
the defendants by counsel, moved the Court to set aside the 
verdicts of t.he jury and p;rant them n new trial, upon the 
~Tounds that the said verdicts are contrarv to the Jaw and the 
,evidence, tl1e further hearing of which motion is continued. 
page 40}. 
In the Court of Law and Chancery of the City of Norfolk 
'On the 4th day of A ug11st, 1954. 
This day came again the parties, by counsel, and the de-
fendants motions to set aside the verdicts of the jury, now, 
16· Supreme Courl 0f Appeals of V-mginim. 
having been fully beard it is considered by the Court that in 
the actions of Daniel Kidwell, an infant etc. and Eva Kidwell 
ao·ainst the said defendants, the motions are overruled and in 
the. action of Ruby H. Vaug·han,. the motion is sustained, to 
which action of the Court in sustaining the motion in the mat-
ter of Ruby H. Vaughan, the plaintiff,. by counsel,. objects and 
excepts. . 
Whereupon it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
Daniel Kidwell,.an infant etc., recover of the said defendants. 
the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00), with interest 
thereon to be· computed after the rate of six per centum per 
annum from the 12th day of .May, 1954, until paid together 
with his costs about his suit in this his behalf expended. 
It is further considered by the Court that the plaintiff Eva. 
Kidwell, recover of the said defendants the sum of Two, 
Hundred Fifty Dollars, ($250.00), with interest thereon to be. 
computed after the rate of six per centum per annum from 
the 12th day of :M.ay,.1'954, until paid,. together with 
page 41 ~ her costs about her suit in this her behalf expended~ 
It is further considered bv the Court that the: 
plaintiff Ruby H. Vaughan, talrn nothing for her false clamor-
and that the said defendants go hence without day and re-
cover. against the said plaintiff their costs about their defense: 
herein expended, thereupon the plaintiff, Ruby H~ Vaughan,, 
by counsel, objects and excepts. 
page 42 ~ 
,xi· 
* 
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR-
* 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersig·ned I1eroby ap~ 
peals from the order entered herein on August 3, 1954 and 
sets fortfl tirn following assignments of error: 
. 1. The trial court erred in sustaining· defendant "s motion 
to set aside tlle verdict of the ;fury on the ground that it was 
contrary to tirn law and tiie evidence. 
2. TI1e trial court erred in its holding that plaintiff was 
guilt~ . of ncglig·~nce ~s a matter of law which proximately 
contributed to the ace1denL 
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3. The trial court erred in refusing to give each of the 
plaintiff's instructions numbered 8; 9 and 11. 
4. The trial court erred in granting each of the defendant's 
instructions numbered 1 to 7, inclusive, and defendants' in-
struction numbered 11. 
• 
page 43} 
• 
RUBY H. VAUGHAN, 
By GUILFORD D. "WARE 
Of Counsel. 
• 
* 
Court of Law and Chancery, Norfolk, Va. 
Filed September 29, 1954. 
Attest: 
L. M. CALVERT, Deputy Clerk. 
• 
page 8} 
* * * * 
RUBY H. VAUGHAN, 
a plaintiff, having been first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by :Mr. Lane: 
* 
page 9} 
• 
Q. Now will you tell the jury how you drove away from the 
beach? . 
A. Up .Ocean View Avenue and turned to my left, and I 
18 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
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turned to the left again down Port View Avenue to First View 
.A.venue and that is where the accident occurred. 
page 10 ~ By the Court: 
. Q. In which direction were you going on Port 
View Avenue, if you know 7 
A. (Witness pausing). 
Mr. Lane : Perhaps, Your Honor, she can show it on this 
map. 
The Court: All right. 
(At this point Mr. Lane showed Mr. M. B. Shapero a map). 
Bv Mr. Lane: 
"'Q. Now, would you mark on that map how you were driving. 
Tell the jury at the same time . 
. A. I was driving up Ocean View A Ycnue and turned to my 
left down to Port View, and to First View Avenue and that is 
where the accident occurred. 
The Court: I still don't know in what direction .you were 
going on Port View Avenue. That is what we want to know. 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. This way; were you going· north, east, south or west? 
A. It would be west, I would judge. 
By the Court: 
Q. West on Port View? 
A. I think so. 
page 11 ~ Mr. M. B. Shapero: If Your Honor pleai:;e, let 
me interrupt yon a minute. I am sure my friend 
won't object to this and I know you want to u·et on with the 
case. The lady has her directions balled up. I have no desire 
to tangle her up; I will help her if sl1e will let me. 
The Court: In what direction, roughly speaking, does Port 
View rnn? 
Mr. l\lI. B. Slrnnero: East and west. 
The Court: That part is right. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero : No, no, I was just balled up Accord-
to the Engineer's Office, Port View Avenue runs in a north-
westerly direction and a southeasterly. 
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The Court: _ Let's do .a little b.etter than that. 
Mr.1\1. B. Shapero: Let's say north and south, then. Here 
is the plat to show it. 
The Court~ Port View runs f.or our purposes north and 
:south? 
Mr. M. B. Shapero : Yes, .sir. 
Mr. Lane: . That is right. 
Mr. lvL B. Shapero: And First View il'uns for our purpose, 
may it please the Court, east and west. 
The Court: They cross at approximately right angles, do 
.they? · 
Mr. l\L B. Shapero : At dght angles. . 
page 12 } The Court: All right. Let's go on from there. 
What direction would that make-
Mr. ]\:L B. Shapero: The lady-if you will allow me, I will 
help her out a little bit so we can get on. I am sure Your 
Honor wants to push it .along. 
The Court: Was she going north or southj 
Mr. lvI. B. Shapero: The lady was going .south. Is that 
a-ight? 
Mr.. Lane: That is correct. 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. "\Vould you mark that on the map, Mrs. V-aughan, with 
that pencil'i Put.a circle around the corner where it happened, 
:first, if you will. 
A. (The witness complied). 
Q. What street were you driving towards, Mrs. Vaughan Y · 
A. Granby Street. 
Mr. Lane: I would like to introduce this in evidence as 
Plaintiff's Exhibit l. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Let's draw a big one around here so 
-the jury will know where we arc talking about. (Indicating 
map). 
The Court: It is a right angle intersection·; why do we need 
:a map? 
Mr. l\f. B. Shapero: I don't think so. 
Mr. Lane: We would like to show the general 
page 13 } layout. 
The Court: Do you objecU 
~fr. iW. B. Shapero: Yes, sir. 
The Court : Sustained. 
Mr. Lane: Exception. 
• I 
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Mr. M. B. Shapero: If it please the Courti let me withdraw 
that objection.. I think it is so immaterial; put it in in order 
that we can get on. 
Mr. Lane: Do you have any objection to l1er putting a 
circle around the intersection where it happenedt 
The Court~ I will put a circle around it. 
lVIr. Lane: All right, sir; I appreciate it. 
The Court:. ·where is iU Put your finger on it so I can 
do it. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero~ I can't eve11- find it.. (Indication by i\fr_ 
Lane) .. 
The Court : Let me ask you one question before I mark 
this. Do you anticipate that any exhibit you put in as to 
one case will be in all three cases.! 
l\fr. Lane: . That is correct, sir. 
The Court: 1 will mark it P-1; then. 
Mr. l\L B. Shapero: 'fhey are all being tried together,. as; 
I understand it. 
Mr. Lane: That is the understanding .. 
page 14 ~ (The map referred to was marked Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 1) .. 
By Mr. Lane: . 
Q. vVhat is the make and model of your car, Mrs .. Vaughant 
A. 1952 Chevrolet, four-doo1· sedan .. 
Q. How many doors! 
A. Two-door sedan. 
Q. How long is your car-! 
A. 16 feet and 2 inches. 
. Q. ·what type. of drive do you nave on yotrr car, Mrn-
Vauglum1 
A. Power g·Iide. 
Q. 'l,ha:t is the type tiiat doesn 'f have a clutch, is that cor-
rect? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Who was in your car and where we-re tliey sitting V 
A. My claughter, Eva Kidwell. and my little grandsonr 
Danny Kidwell. My daughter \Yas sitting hv me and little 
grandson was in the back, standing on the floor. 
Q. ·wm you tell the jury wI1at you dicl wl1en you reached the 
intersection of First View ancl Port View? 
A. I slow-ed up practically to a stop and looked both ways 
and the internection was clear. 
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Q. Did you see any vehicles approaching from either direc-
tiou 1 
page 15 ~ A. Yes, sir ; the truck. 
Q. ,vhere? ,vhere did you see a vehicle ap-
proaching? · 
.li. It was about 5 or 6 car lengths down the street, on the 
right. ' 
Q. On your right f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And w]mt street was it coming down? 
A. First View A venue. 
Q. What type of vehicle ·was it? 
A. It was a rod truck. 
Q. Is that the truck that was later involved in the accident¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Could you tell how fast the trnck was coming? 
A. It looked like it was coming- fast, to me. 
Q. Now, Mrs. Vaughan, what did you do t11en f 
A. I started on across the street when the intersection was 
clear, and I got all the way across. The front of my car was 
just startin?,; in the other street. 
Q. ·w11at happened then i 
· A. vV ell, I realized that the truck was going to hit the car 
then. It was rig·ht on it. 
Q. Did you see the truck before it hiU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far away was it 1 
page 16 ~ A. It looked like it was right on the car. 
Q. Is that the first time you realized that it ·was 
going to hit your cari 
A. Yes, sir. That is the first time I realized it was going to 
hit. 
Q. Could you judge the speed at that time? 
A. ,Tust looked like it wnH g:oing· fast. I couldn't judge. 
Q. WlJCre was your car in the intersection when the truck 
struck it? 
A. The front of it was just going· into the other street. 
Q. \Vhat do you menn by "the other street"1 
A. The other intersection. 
l\fr. Lane: If Your Honor please, I l1ave a roughed out in-
tersection dia~:ram here which I would like to ask her to place 
the position of the vehicles on. 
1\1 r. M. B. Shapero: I object 'to it, if Your Honor please. 
The Court: Overruled. A. right angle intersection with the 
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. streets the same width, which is what the testimony has been 
so far. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: I withdraw the objection. 
The Court: I assume they are tho same width. To my eye, 
they are. A.re they, Mr. Lane f 
page 17 t Mr. Lane : I think they are. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: ,v en, we understand-
The Court: Here they are, Mr. Shapero. Measure them 
for me. . 
Mr. :M:. B. Shapero: One is supposed to be 2 feet longer, it 
states here. 
The Court: Measure them. 
Mr. l\L B. Shapero: All right, sir. Now, we have 3-1/2 
inches there (measuring) and a little bit shorter here. 
The Court: I don't know what a "little bit" is. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Well, I would say it is a fourth of an 
inch shorter. He definitely says two inches. 
Mr. Lane: 32 and 34 inches as it is marked on there. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: He desig'llates one as 32 feet and the 
other as 34. He definitely takes off 2 feet. 
The Court: Let me see it. (Examining) I am going to 
eliminate from this the "32 '~ and "34 ". 
Mr. Lane: All right. 
The Court: Unless you can assure me that you have some 
testimony to that effect. 
Mr. Lane: No, sir. That is all right. 
The Court: All right. So far as the eye g-oes, they are 
essentiallv the same. I couldn't tell the differ(foce 
page 18 } here on t:he paper drawing·; and that is the testi-
mony before us, gentlemen, that they are the same 
width at this time. Now, let's set~; we determined that Port 
View was north and south, didn't we! 
Mr. Lane : That is rig·ht. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Port View is north and south, yes, sir. 
The Court: Are you going to introduce it? 
Mr. Lane: Yes. 
The Court: I will mark this P-2. 
(The plat referred to was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 2). 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: If I understand correctly, mav it please 
the Court, that plat is being admitted for the purpose of allow_ 
ing the jury to see a. rigl1t angle intersection only, and is not 
a drawing of that particular intersection. 
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1The Court: That is right. As I say, the evidence at the 
moment is that the streets .are .of the same width. To the 
teye they are of the same width, even though they do measure 
.an eighth .or a .quarter of an inch iliff erence. 
Mr. Lane: I have some little cardboard cutouts. Is there 
;any objection to using these:/ 
Mr. M. B. Shaper.o.: S~ppo.se the lady takes 
:page 19} these cai~s here, and we will get .along better with-
out-
Mr. Lane: That is all right. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Take the cars mid work along with 
·.them. It would he a little better,, I would .say, sir .. 
.By :M:r. Lane-: 
Q. All right. Mrs. Vaughan, would you uoine down here, 
look at this di-agTam, please. You were going towards what 
'StreeU 
A. Granby -Street. 
Q. Now, let's see; let's agree on tl1is. You w-ere g0ing down 
Port View A venue towards Ur.an~y Street, is that correct Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
1The Court·: 
Q. These .are the compass .directions. '(The Court turned 
:the plat around). 
:By lVfr. Lane: 
Q. Where is Granby Street on here? Granby Street is out 
here. Now, you were going towards Gran~y .Street, is that 
lrighU 
A. Yes, sir. That is correct. 
Q. And tl1is is Port View, the street you were _going on, is 
that right! 
A. That is right. 
Q. Would you show how you were going on Port 
:page 20 } View? Use this (indicating a model vehicle) ; we 
don"'t seem to have a car; use this little affair. 
A. (Witness making a pushing motion with m·odel car on 
tbe plat). 
Q. Now-
. Mr. M. B.. Shapero: Let her ... 
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By Mr. Lane:: 
Q. That is the direction you were goingt 
A. That is correct. 
Q. When vou reached the point that you have that vehicle 
now, where ,vas, the truck? Just use this affair as a tr~ck_ 
Place that where it was,. approximately .. 
A. (The witness complied). 
Q. Now, I am going to ask you to make a mark; just draw 
rig·ht·around each of those vehicles on that .. 
A. ( Witness taking· up pencil). 
l\ir. l\L B. Shapero:. Suppose she doesn't do any marking·;; 
set it where it was. I want to do a little examining. I maybe. 
won't want·her to· remember exactly where she was .. 
Mr. Lane·~ I have another-
1\Ir. l\L B. Shapero: I know;. I think you had better-
Mr~ Lane: This is in the evidence. I think I have a rig·ht 
to ask her to show where she wa8 and mark it ac-
page 21 ~ cordiugly. 
The Court: Well, she has fosti:fi.ed; I forgot what 
she said. ·where did she say Hie truck was. when she entered'. 
the intersectfont 
Mr. Lane: She said it was to her right,, approximately-
The Court: How far clown? 
Mr. Lane: 5 or 6 cur lengths- was her testimony,: I believe-.. 
The Witness : Yes, sir~ 
l\fr. Lane : You can cI1eck tne record. 
The Court: I think you had better let it stand as that; be-
cause that is not to scale. "'\Ve don't know the size of the cars,. 
and I doubt if she is able without a ruler to put dmvn 5 or 6 
car lengths from there. I sustain the objedion~ 
l\fr. Lane : Exception .. 
Bv Mr. Lane: 
·Q. All rigllt. Now, your testimony is this, Hien, tllat this is: 
the situation when you were at tllis· point, is that correcU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now,. how clid you move from there 1 SI1ow me with that 
car. 
A. (The witness· compliecl). 
page 22 f Q. Now, l\frs. Vaughan, from your knowledge 
and recollection of tho inforscrtfoii, approximately 
how wide is that intersection? 
A. Looked like- it was a'bout 2 car lengths. 
Q. Now-
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The Court: ·which street is she speaking off 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. ·which one of the streets are you speaking of as being 
two car lengths f . 
A. vVell, they looked about the same. I mean, they both 
looked about two car lengths, to me. 
Q. Both looked to be about that length. Now, when your 
car reached that point, vrnnld you show where the truck was.1 
A. ("Witness placing truck). I woulclu 't know exactly but 
. it was up this way. 
Q. Is that about where you saw the truck 'i 
A. That is about it, best I remember it. 
Q. All right. Would you place tho vehicles in the position 
of the impact. Just show how the truck hit you. 
A. ("Witness placing model vehicles). It was like that. 
Q. That is the way tho impact occurred 1 
A. Exactly. 
l\Ir. Lane: Your Honor, I would like for the 
page 23 ~ record to show that she did place that truck in these 
various positions and the car in these various posi-
tions. 
The Court : I don't know exactlv how the record would 
show· it. You can describe the positions. Suppose you de-
scribe the positions, sec if l\Ir. Shapero agTees with you. 
l\fr. M. B. Shapero: No. May it please the Court, I object 
to my friend describing-. I think Your Honor will allow me to 
make this objection: This ·witness can state anything she 
wants. She can give measurenwnts and anything; I have no 
objection to that, I coukln 't; but I object to counsel stating 
anything. 
The Court: All right. I agree with you. 
l\Ir. Lano: The plat, the outline, is in evidence. It seems 
to me that it would be perfectly in order to place these vehicles 
on tllis plat, on this outline of the intersection. 
The Court: Of course, tl1P jury can see visually. As T 
understand it, you want it for the record? 
l\fr. Lane: That is rig-ht. 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, step out in the hallway. 
I will describe it. 
( The jury retired) . 
The Court: According to the position of the 
page 24 ~ vehicles as placed hy Mrs. Vau~·lian, her automobile 
was proceeding· south on Port View Avenue at the 
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intersection with First View Avenue and had crossed First 
View Avenue:· The frcmt' wheels ·of her 'automobile 'h'acl passed 
the intersectlon when her automobile was struck by.t'ne·truck; 
which was at the ·ext~~me #g·ht-hand· side of rir~t Vi~w Street 
with the rig~t 'Yh~el ~ppa.r~~tly qn th~ ~~rb. _The trt;1~k ha4 
been turne4 slightly to it~ ~1ght whe!l the ~ol}1sion '::)C~urred: 
The rigpt eHge of the tr-µc~{ was !lqt ~ore th~n ~ rq~t from: 
the front of the automobile driven bv Mrs. Vaughan. That is: 
the bes·t I ·can give it... -. .. . . . .• . . . . . . . ' 
. Mr. Lane:. All ·r1g'4t~ sir. I thfnk she has gqt it ~~ tha~ 
curb by mistake. 
The Co~it: · J c~n '~ ~ns~er. t~~t: ~ was ~ta.th~g· th~ 
physical-. 
Mr. Lan~: ~hat is 3:11 :pig~t~ 
( The jury retur!}ed): 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. Mrs~· "Vaughan, will y9µ come down and look at thi~ 
~agram 3:g~in, ple~se: · 'J'his -~i~i\a~~ show~ die true~ e4i~htly 
upon the curb. Will you tell the Jury whether that 1s correct 
pr not accor,µing to your. recgllection ! . . . . ' . 
A. That !~-I do!}'~ think !t w~s o:q tµ~ cur~, "!!O; but-I. 
don't see how I put it there. I reckon I was just scared or 
. ~omething. It wasn't supposed to be on the curb~ 
page 25 ~ Q. vVoul4 you ~ove it upw hqw it was? 
· A. Now, I think ( witness moving model vehicle) 
this. That is off. 
Q. But th~t is, ·according- to your recollection, now, basically 
as far as you remember, the way the collision occurred¥ 
A. That is right. · 
Q. Take your seat. What part of your car did the truck 
strike? · · · 
A. The right front door and-
Q. ,vhat part of your car was damaged? 
A. The right front door and wheel and fender.. 
· Q. Now, Mrs. Vaughan, what was the cost of repair of your. 
automobile? · · · · · - · · · 
. A. $356.00. 
Q. $356.00? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that automobile repaired in Norfolkf 
A. Yes, ~ir. It was repaired in Norfolk. · 
Q. What place in Norfolk? · 
A. Colonial Chevrolet Corporation. 
- . . . . .. ·-· 
/ 
! 
, 
~u~y ~- V~~p. "¥.· .~q.y E,too~ .~4 J ohil Gale. 
µ'JJ,h4:1 I!-- vt!l~!,,l#'n.· 
Q. N~w, M!~ Y ~g~aP, w:er.e yg~ ~r w~~ yo~ n~t inj~~~g 
:as a result of this colhsion.t · · 
. ~- ¥~s~ -:S~:- .. ,._ .. . . 
., ~ ~ !! 1 
!l)age 
~7} 
., ~ ~ {' ~ 
Q. A~ 1i~~; 19Y. c,~Jl g~ b~ck ¥r~:- V,.aµg~a?l, 1VPat do .YOJ 
~ememb.~ 9f tj1~ ~~c1d.e11t ~ft~! tp~ ~p3:_etJ · 
A. Well, I re~tamb~r ~Y p~~ .P9~~dln,g·, Jiit~ing µic;>re tha~ 
ione tim~., ~nd th~:I?- I d9n 't !~~~b~r :rn~e~ · ·~fter that~ 
· It knocked me-I don't know-kind of7"-:':"I just 
~ag~ 2$ } c9µlpii 't reju,eJ?P,~~ a;njt~~g ~~c.b:-. -- . - ~-. . ., 
fag_e 3~ f CROSS EXAMINATION . 
.... ... .. ,._ ...... - -·---·-4. ·- ··-
'·' 
Q. :A.IJ ~igh~ WJie.r~ 1'7:as Y91.J.f ~r, th:e ~ar .th~t yqq w:ere 
idrivingr Ypu ~~!e prpce~·q.in.g_9~ Pprt .. V~w :Aye~u~ ~9in~ 
:South ~nd yo~ w~~ north of the g1t~r.se·ctio~ of Port View an~ 
First View Street:- "Where wer~ you, h9w f ~r ~ere yqu f~om 
:the inte:i;s~ti~11- when you first sa..w t~e ~.~le tru~k :on First 
:View'Street.f w~~r~ w~~ Y9~J 
A. l was right :a,t the intersection~ 
Q. You were 1tt the intersection. Wben yon ·say 'fat''-. 
rcome down lier~ just a minute, if yoµ will. ( Oou~s~J indicating 
;a diagram "9f the intersec.tion, Plaintiff's Exhi:bit 2, placed· on 
;a table). Take this car '{indicating model car) ; say that is 
:your automobile and you were going this way, and this (indi-
. eating) is Port View Avenue ~nd·this is south and 
J)age 40 } this is nortb. Wh~r~ were you the ,:irs~ time that 
· ·you saw-
. A. I~ i:t1=1agine ~ was right there {indicatinITT. J !Jon 't know 
(inaudible). · 
A Jm·or: She said ·she imagined that is w'4!,tt jt was:-
:By l\ir. M. B. Shapero: 
- Q. About how far would you ·say that is in feet 7 
A, :A,pproxim~telr fly~ ,~et, I woµld Bar . . 
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Q. Had you seen the Gale truck before then t 
A. No,. sir. -
Q. What is the reason you couldn't see it 1 The.re is nothing: 
on the northwest corner there; why is it you didn't see it be-
forehand f Did vou look or did you not t 
A. I looked aiid come practically to a stop at the intersec-
tion before I started across. 
' Q. \Vhy is it you didn't see him before you got within five 
feet of the intersection t Did vou look or did vou not 1 
A. ·well, I looked when I slo·wecl up to see"' if there is any:... 
thing coming. then, before I started across the intersection. 
Q. ·when you ~ere 25 feet from the intersection,. did you 
look to see whether anything was coming east on Firs.t View-
Avenue, when.yon we-re 25 feet fro~ the intersection! 
A. No, I don't think so. 
Q. Your answer is you did not, or· you did f 
A. I slowed up when I was practically to the in-
page· 41 f tersectio~ 
Q. Now, now, Mrs. Vaug·harr, tlie question I 
asked is rather simple and if I have· not made it clear I will re-
state it~ 
M:r. Lnne :- I think she answered your- question. She stated'. 
that she did not think so. That is an ansi\ver- to that question. 
By l\Ir. M:. B. Shapero: 
Q. Diel you or did you not Iook to your right to see 
whether there was any traffic coming· on First View. Street °l 
A. I did look to my right.. 
The Court:- One minute. 
Mr. M. B_ Shapero: Let me finisI1_ 
The Court:- He lmdn 't finished. 
By :0Ir. l\:f. B. Simpero: 
Q. (Continuing') ·when you were 25 feet from the intersee-
tion 1 Did you or did you not? 
A. ('Witness pausing-) That is· kind of Imrd to- answer. 
Q. WelJ, yon know whether you did or· not. That is all; yon 
either did-if you did, say yon did; if you clidn 't, sw you 
didn't. That is very simple, I would think. You seem ~to re:..-
member a good deal about how the accident happened ancl alE 
the details,. and that was no more than just a. few seconds: be-
fore the accident.. Did you or did you not t 
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page 42 ~ The Court: Suppose you come back up here. 
Mr. l\L B. Shapero: Go back, the Judge said; 
sit up tbere. 
(The witness returned to the stand. 
By the Court : 
Q. Can you answer tl1at question? 
A. Can I~ Sure I can answer it. 
The Court : All right ; do so. 
A. I did not see it then. 
By l\fr. l\L B. Shapero: 
Q. All right. Wlien yon got 20 feet from the intersection, 
did you see it or did you not, the truck approaching·1 
A. I did. 
Q. You did f So when you were 20 from the intersection, 
you did see the Gale truck approaching from your right, on 
your right, on First View A venue, proceeding east f That is 
correct, isn't it? You saw it? 
A. I saw it before I got there. 
Q. Now, at that time, wlrnn you were 20 feet from the in-
tersection and you saw the Gale truck proceeding; east on First 
View A venue, approaching the intersection, bow fast were 
you going! 
A. We 11, I wasn't going very fast. 
Q. How fast would you say you were g·oing, lady Y 
page 43 ~ A. I couldn't judge, maybe, in miles. 
Q. Ma'amf 
A. I wasn't going- fast. 
Q. How fast? You drive an automobile? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you were driving then 1 
A. About ten miles. 
Q. About ten miles an hour. When you were 20 feet from 
the intersection and you say you then saw the Gale truck; how 
far was the Gale truck from the intersection in your opinion, 
judging from your observation~ 
A. About five or six carleng.ths. 
Q. Five or six carlengths 1 
A. I would judge. 
Q. How fast would you say he was then going? 
A. Well, looked like he was going· rig·ht fast to me. 
Q. w· ould you say he was going 6_5 miles an hourt 
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A. I imagine about 35, approximately. 
Q. No faster than that 1 Ma 'am Y 
' ·---, 
A. I would say about 35, approximately that. 
Q. Approximately 35 miles an hour. Diel you look again? 
Now, you were 20 feet; you saw him; he was going 35 miles 
an hour and you kept going, is that correct~ 
A. I slowed down at the intersection, practically 
page 44 ~ stopped. 
Q. Yes, ma 'am. 
A. And looked both ways. 
Q. And what did you see then f 
A. "\Vell, this truck was down the street. 
Q. Down the street f 
A. Five or six carlengths. 
Q. Now, wait a minute. When you were 20 feet, you told 
us he was going 35 miles an hour, three or four carlengihs. 
Did you look again before you entered the intersection? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did! 
A. ( The witness nodded.) 
Q. And let's take 15 feet; did you look at 15 feet, when you 
were 15 feet from the intersection 1 · 
A. I-I imagine I did. 
Q. Well, did you or did you not lookt 
lVIr. Lane: If she says she can't remember, she can't re-
member. 
The Court : She has not said that. If she says that, that 
is the end of it, I agree with you. 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. Do you know whether you looked or not 1 
A. I can't remember all that. 
Q. Then you are not prepared to say whether 
page 45 ~ you looked or not Y 
A. I 'looked when I got to the intersection, be-
cause I always stop and look. 
Q. Then, you did not look; when you were 20 feet from it, 
the intersection, you looked to your right, the Gale car was 
three or four carlengths away on First View Avenue going 
35 miles an hour; and you did not look again until you got to 
the intersection, is that correct¥ 
A. I looked at the intersection. 
Q. You didn't look until you got to the intersection, is that 
right, mad~m Y 
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A. Well, I slowed down practically to a -st-op. 
Q. Lady., I am asking you a very simple :question. Y.ou dicl 
not look until you got to the intersecfion, Is that correct? 
A. I looked before I g·ot to the intersectian. 
Q. But you w:er.e then 20 feet and you had to go 20 fP.et t0 
;get to the intersection. Diel you look :ag.ainJ 
A. Yes, sir. 
·Q. :Ma '.am 1 
A. Yes, -sir, I loeked again. 
1Q. Where were y~u .w1ien you looked} 
A. I was on Port View Avenue. 
By the Court: 
Q. But where in relation to :the intersectionJ 
_page 46 } A. At the intersection. 
By Mr. l\f. B. Shapero : 
Q. So you clidn 't look agaln until you -got to the intersec-
tion; that is right, isn't it? 
A. W e11, I don't remember everything .. 
Q. All right. After you had seen the car four or ~ve car-
.Jeng-tbs, where were you the next time you saw the Gale truck Y 
A. I was at the intersection. 
Q. What do you mean by "intersecti.on"1 "'\Vere you in the 
fotersecfion? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Just entering it 7 
A. Just entering it. 
Q. And where was the Gale truck then, as you entered it? 
A. Well, I imagine it was about. five carleng'ths down the 
;street. 
Q. So then when you were going 20 feet, Mr. Gale's truck 
ididn 't move at all because it was three or four car lengths 
;away when you were 25 feet from it, 20 feet from it. Did the 
<G.ale truck stop or what 1 
A. No, sir, it didn't stop. 
Q. How fast was the Gale truck going when it :entered the 
intersection? . 
page 47} A. It looked like it was going fast. 
l>it, did he? 
Q. Go"ing fast. He didn't slacken his speed a . 
A. No, sir, I don't think it did. It didn't look like it. . 
Q. It kept going ·35 miles an hour, about that, is that righU 
A. Well, it looked like it was going real fast to me. 
Q. Did he increase his speed, lady Y 
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A. I don't think he did. 
Q. So you would say he continued on ~t 35 miles. an hour,. 
i:ight? 
A. That is right .. 
Q. And you came to a practical stop just before you. entered 
the intersection t 
A. Yes, sir~ 
Q. And you looked to your right, you saw him going at 35.1 
miles an hour, the Gale truck,. is that righU 
A .. That is the way I judge it .. 
Q. Yes, ma'am. He djdn't slacken his speed a biU 
A. Well, it didn't look like. I wouldn't-you see, I just 
don't remember all about it. I-it was so quick and every-
thing. 
Q .. Y cs, ma 'am.. There was no doubt about his 
page 48 ~ coming fast all the time,. is that correct! 
A .. It looked that way to me. 
* 
page 53 ~ RE-DIRE.CT EXAMINATION~ 
By l\fr. Lan:e: 
Q. l\Irs. Vaug·l1an,. could yon judge the- speed of that truck 
when you first saw it,. in rnile·s per hour'! 
lVIr. M. B. Shape1·0: One minute. 
A. No, sir .. 
Mr. M. B SI1apcro-: If Your Honor please, I objed to thaL 
This is Ms witness. The fod'v on cross examination stated 
what she knew, wirnt sI1e renicmberecT. 
The Court: She stated Hurt in her opinion the car was· going: 
35 miles an hour. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Timt is it. 
The Court: On the otiler Imnd, I1e is asking I1er now could 
she judge wI1en she first saw it. I will allow tlle question .. 
You didn't esta1JlisI1 tilat sirn had judged tha:t when she :first 
saw it; sJie just said at one time sI1e thoug·Ilt that was the' 
speed. 
:M:r. l\J. B. Shapero: I could TJe wrong, sir, but I tI1ink that 
my question was-if I am wrong, of course, naturally, I will 
not pursue if. I asked I1er about 25 miles an hour; she said 
it was going, my recollection, when she saw it, tlie truck was-
going 35·. I asked her at 20 and then she· said it was sti1I going-
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35. I brought her down to the intersection, she said 35. 
I mig·ht be mistaken. 
page 54 ~ The Court: I can't. remember the details either~ 
. I don't pretend to. I will allow the question. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: All right, sir. 
Mr. Lano: Would you answer the question, Mrs. Vaughan Y 
The ,vitness : Sir l 
The Court : Read the question. 
(The last question was read by the reporter.) 
A. I could not. 
l\fr. M. B. Shapero: I object to that. The lady said posi-
tively she thoug·ht it was 35 miles an hour, 
The Court: "When I allowed the question, necessarily it 
contemplated that the answer would be allowed. 
lvlr. l\I. B. Shapero: I note an exception to that, sir. 
By l\fr. Lane: 
Q. l\Irs. Vaughan, when you entered tlJat intersection, did 
you or did you not judge that you had room to cross the in-
tersection ahead of that truck! 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
* * 
page 58 ~ 
* * * 
EV A KIDWELL, 
a plaintiff, having been first duly sworn, testified as follows: , 
Examined by l\Ir. Lane: 
• 
Q. ·what did you do on the week-encl of August 8, and 9, 
1953f 
A. '\Ve went to Ocean View, to the beach. 
Q. Who went to Ocean View. l\frs. Kidwell? 
A. l\i[y mother and my son and myself. 
Q. When did you leave the beach? 
page 59 ~ A. Pardon? 
Q. When did you leave the beach Y 
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A. Oh, around 1 :00 o 'clock--I-ycs, around 1 :00 o'clock. 
Q. Now, you ·have heard the location testified to where this 
collision occurred, at the intersection of First View and Port 
View, is that correct 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. In what direction were you traveling? 
A. Pardon? 
Q. In what direction ,vere you traveling on Port View 
Avenue! 
A. On Port View? Well, say I am like I am now, it would 
be like this, and this would be-
Q. Where was the· truck f 
A. First View Avenue. That is if I am-say-I don't know 
the directions too well, but if I was sitting like I am now, we 
would be going· down Port View and he would be coming up 
First View Avenue. 
Q. And that was on your right, coming from your right? 
A. From my right, yes. 
Q. vVhere were you sitting in the car? 
A. In the front seat, right; beside my mother. 
Q. Who else was in the car Y 
A. My son. 
page 60 }- Q. Is that Daniel Kidwell? 
A. That is Daniel Kidwell, yes. 
Q. How old is he Y 
A. He is 9 now. 
Q. How old was he then T 
A. He was 8. 
Q. Will you describe to the jury what happened when the 
automobile in which you were riding reached the intersection 
of Port View and First View? · 
A. Well, my mother slowed up to nearly a stop ; not all the 
way, probably, to a stop, but what you might say to a stop; 
and then proceeded-and she looked and then proceeded on 
across. Well-
Q. Now, wait a minute. Did you look in either direction at 
that time1 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did you see any vehicles¥ 
A. Yes. I saw the truck. 
Q. Where was the truck when you saw itT 
A. ·when I saw it when we got-I saw it wlien we got to the 
intersection. 
. Q. And where was iU Where was the truck when you saw itT 
How farY Whereabouts on First View Avenue was the truck? 
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.A. Well, the truck was-it was-I would say it 
page 61 } was about 100 feet up the street. I judge about 
100 feet; not exactly, I can't juc{ge. 
Q. Would you tell the jury ·where the car in which you were 
.riding was when you are saying tho truck was 100 feet ap-
_proxima tely back f 
A. ·where our car w.as .¥ 
Q. Yes. 
A. Well~ we were.at the intersection. That is when we came 
·.to the intersection. 
Q. Would you come down, point that ,ont on this diagram, 
:please. 
A. Yes. {Witness complying.). 
Q. Now, using this as the .automobile :(indicating model) 
.-and this as the truck (indicating model) and here is Port 
View Avenue, ·and Gr.anby Street is over 'here. 
A. Now, this (indicating) represents om cad 
Q. That is right. 
A. And this represents-
Q. -the truck. 
A. -the truck. And this (indicating) is Granby Street, 
:say, over l1er.e.? · 
Q. That is right. 
A. See, I .don't know my directions too well, so I have to 
.ask, you 1mow. ·wen now, we came to the inter-this is our 
car, that is rigbt; and say we was at that intersec-
page 62 } tion (witness placing model).. This truck I would 
say-I said I judged to the best of my Jrnowledge, 
llecause I can't-
Q. Just place it on there approximately where it was. 
A. I would say it was (witness placing). 
Q. Just ·approximately. 
A. Yes. I guess that is about, I think tliat is about right. 
Q. Now, what happened in regard to the automobile at that 
-poinU ·what happened next in regard to the automobile! 
A. Well, we proceeded on across and we was, I guess we 
was about like that in the intersection. 
Q. In that position when it struc1{ you, or non 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. l\L B. Shapero: Wait a minute. You let her tell what 
:she saw; don't you lead her. 
Mr. Lane:. I withdraw the question. 
By Mr. Lane:. 
Q. vV oul~ you state in . what position ~otI: vehi~les were 
when the rmpact occurred 1 Would you mdicate 1t on the: 
diagram1 
A. Yes,. sir. (,Witness placing·). Ancl h~ was right at the 
front,. the impact was-the first was. right at our 
}?age 63 ~. front door. 
Q~ "'\¥hi.ch front door t 
A. Our right .. 
Q. Did you see the truck strike the cart 
A. Yes, I did. I couldn't help but see it. I was right. there_ 
·Q. Would you tell the jury what you did after the impact t 
A. Well, I realized that the truck was going to hit so I-I 
was sitting in the front seat and I.turned around to grab my 
little boy, my son which was in the back seat. vVell,. it was too, 
late when I, you lmow, after I realized it was going to hit, it 
was too late to catch him before he had already hit .. 
Q. Would you describe the impact'/. 
A. "'\V ell, I ·will describe it the best I can. It-the first was; 
a hard impact. I would say ; and then it seemed to kind of 
bounce like this (indicating). 
Q. ·what portion of the automobile was damaged t 
A. The front door and the fender and the front dght 
bumper, I guess .. 
Q. Which side of the car· wa~ damaged! 
A. The right.. 
Pacre 65 t 0 ' 
Q. How did your mother act? 
A. She wa:s dazed. She- was nncons-cions at first, I wouidJ 
say. 
page 70 f 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. 1\,f. B. Shapero: 
* * * 
Q. When the car in which you were riding was where you 
have placed it on this plat-and that shows that the front part 
of your car had completely cleared the intersection and the. 
front part was in the south, on the south side of the intersec-
tion, in Port View Avenue; tltat is correct, isn't iU 
page 71 t A. On the sou th side 'l 
Q. This is the south. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Abou.t how much of the car would you say had gotten into 
the south side of Port View Avenue 1/ 
A. vVell-
Q. In feet. 
A. In feet! 
Q. Yes. 
A. ·well, I couldn't say. 
Q. Let's start at the bumper. There is a bumper (indi-
cating). Had the bumper cleared f 
A. Oh, yes, definitely. 
Q. Had the fender cleared f 
A. I couldn't say whether all; part of the fender I know. 
Q. Part of tlle fonder had cleared? 
A. But I couldn't say that all of it had because I don't re-
member. 
Q. So that you do remember that the bumper had cleared 
and part of the fender? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, at that time when the ''Vaughan car" as I call it, 
in which you ,vere a passeng·er, had got in that position, will 
you please place on this map where the truck was-
page 72 ~ A. ·well-
Q. -when you first saw it. 
A. ·when I first saw it f Do you mea.n when it hit 
us or-
Q. No. When you bad gotten in this position. 
A. You mean where the truck was when we had gotten in 
that position? 
Q. Yes, ma'am. 
A. In that position is when he hit us. 
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Q. All right. You put it there. 
A. His front bumper started, I would say, at the front door. 
Q. Now, after the- accident, where was the car in which you 
were 1·idin o• ~1 
A. I wo~ld say that ]1e pushed us when he hit us, and we 
landed over there somewhere. 
Q. ·where would you say that isY 
A. Where was-
The Court: Where was iU 
By ]\fr. 1\f. B. Shapero: 
Q. Where were you placing thaU Describe that. Would 
that be on the east side of Port _View ~.\vcriue, your car, after 
the accident? 
A. What 1 · Which way are you-you said this was south Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. ·wen, that would be-
page 73 ~ Q. East¥ 
A. East. 
Q. It wasf 
A. Yes, it was-I suppose you would call it the east. 
Q. It is the east, lady. Was it on the east side? 
A. I suppose it was. It was on over-hit us along about-
we was here when it happened and then it was over there. 
Q. How far was your car pushed from the point of impact 
until it came to a dead stop? How far would you say that 
your car was pushed t 
A. I couldn't say because I cftnnot judge l10w far a car 
would be pushed. I just can't do it. 
Q. Well then, when you were first struck, which portion of 
Port View Avenue was the car that you were riding in? On 
the east side; the west side or the east side? 
A. "\Vould you give me that question over, pleaset 
Q. When you were struck, was the car in which you were 
riding on the west side, the western portion of Port View or 
the eastern portion? 
A. Well, naturally, this-you said this is your east and this 
is your west Y Q. Yes~ 
A. Well, naturally, it was on our west. 
Q. And when it wound up, where was it then 
page 7 4 }- when it came to a stop? 
A. I would say it was over on the east. 
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Q. And you ,can't say about how far1 
A. No, I could not. 
Q. Was not your car completely iu the intersection when it 
<ea.me to rest f 
A. vVould you tell me that over again, please? 
Q_. Was not the car in which you were riding, when it came 
. to a stop after the accident, within the four corners of the in-
tersection 1 
A. vV as it in the four corners of the intersection Y 
Q. ·was it within tl1at portion 1 
A. It was about where., I judge to he about where I placed 
it there. I would say that it was-
Q. Excuse me. Was it within this intersection, these four 
<corners, or not 1 
A. I don't know when it hit us whether it pushed us exactly 
,direetly straight or not. That I ·cannot say.. But I judge-I 
:showed you only there that I judged it, that is the way to be 
:sitting after he had pushed us. 
Q . .So how far would you say he pushed you? Could you 
:tell us that t 
. A. No, I can't. I can't say because I don. 't know. 
Q. Was it 3 feet? 
page 75 } A. I don't know. 
Mr. Lane: She stated she dicln .,t know. 
The Court: One minute. 
Mr. Lane: She has stated consistently that she did not 
know. He has asked the question about t11ree times. 
The Witness : I am not, just not a judge of feet or inches, 
:stuff like that. 
·The Court: I sustain the obJection. 
By 1\fr. l\'.L B. Shapero: 
Q. All right; now, take this car, this is your mother .,s car, 
· :and put it where you were the first time that you yourself saw 
-the Gale truck? 
A. "Where we were? 
Q. Now, lady, I want you, if you don't mind, to listen to me 
,carefully. Then you won .,t have to ask me over. I don .,t want 
to confuse you, but do listen to me, please. ·This car repre-
:sents the car in which you were :riding. I want you to place 
it on this m~p where you were the first time that you saw the 
Gale truck? 
A. Well, when she pulled up to the intersection, I would ·say 
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we were-when she pulled up and sI1e· slowed down to nearly 
a stop, tllat is the first time that I had saw the tn1ck. 
Q. T11at is tTle first time you saw it? 
page 76. ~ A .. Yes, sir, it is. 
Q~ Now, you ha:ve placed the car· in which you 
were. riding rigI1t at the intersection. That is where it was; 
the first time f 
A. TI1e first time tl1at I saw the- truckf 
Q. Saw the Gale truck 1 
A. Yes, sir~ . _ 
Q. Will you pieas·e take this little model wbfoh represents: 
the Gale truck and place it on the plat where the Gale· truck 
was at that timef 
A. That I first saw it f 
Q. Yes, ma 1am. 
A. I-now,. this is approximately; I don't know exactly. 
Q. Yes, ma"am. 
A. I judge it to) be rigI1t tllere.. ("'Witness placing.) 
Q. All right. Now, bow far woulcl you say that is from th~ 
intersection? How far would you say that the Gale truck was 
then from tl1e intersection 1 
A. I can't say that exactiy. 
Q. '\Vell, can you give ns an estimate? You have placed the 
cars there. Yon must have some rccollectio11 as to ,vhere it 
was or yon s-houlcln 't have placed it there. 
A. Maybe around 100 feet. 
Q\. About 100 feet. At that time, how fast woulcl you say,. 
in your opini011, judging .. from your observation,. 
page 77 f the Gale truck was traveling? 
A. It was too far ; I couldn't judg·e· the, speed'. 
from that ·wiiere we were at. 
Q. Then, you don't know how fast it was going.! 
A. Not at tllat time, no. 
Q. VV as it going· slow tyt· 
The Court: Come back up here, yo1mg· lady~ 
(The witrress returned to the stand.} 
By M:r. l\L B. Shapero: 
Q. You do not know how fast it was going at that timer 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Could you say it was going fast or slowly! 
A. I couldnrt say because I really don't know. It was on 
down the-
I 
, I 
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Q. Diel you look? 
'A. I-I am talking about when we got to the intersection! 
Q. Yes, ma'am. 
A. I looked, yes, and I saw the truck. 
Q. And at that time it was about 100 feet from the inter-
section f 
A. I would judge it to be. I am not sure. 
Q. Then you don't know how fast it was going? 
A. No, I couldn't say because I couldn't see from 
page 78 ~ the distance we-
Q. \iV ell then, bow fast was your mother's car 
going, the one in which you were ridingi 
A. Well, as I said, we slowed to nearly a stop; not a full 
stop but nearly. 
Q. I see. Until you got to the intersection, you did not see 
the Gale truck, did you f 
A. No. 
Q. You didn't see it beforehand? 
A. No. 
Q. Why is it that you dicln 't, lady? There was nothing here 
to block your vision'? Can you explain it? 
A. I wasn't driving. 
Q. You were not drivingi 
A. I was not driving. 
Q. I see. 
A. And, naturally, when you are not driving you don't pay 
as much attention, I wouldn't think, as if you were driving a 
car. 
Q. Diel you say anything to your mother when you first 
saw the Gale truck 1 Did you say anything to your mother, 
who was driving the cad 
A. No. 
Q. Did you know there was going to be an accident or did 
you surmise that there was going to be an accident! 
page 79 ~ A. Pardon 1 
Q. Did you surmise, judging from what you ob-
served, there was going to be an accident 1 
A. No. 
Q. You did not! 
A. No; not-not until he was nearly on us. Then, of course, 
I could see that he clidn 't stop. 
Q. After the accident, all of you got out of the car? 
A. Not-how long· do you mean after? · 
Q. How long would you say it was before you all got out of 
the cart 
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By the Court: . 
Q. He wants to know how l~mg it was after the accident be-
fore the last passenger or driver got out of the car, the last 
occupant1 
A. Oh, yes. Well, I don't know how long it was. I was 
excited and scared. 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. You just don't know how long it was 1 
The Court; She doesn't recall. 
By Mr. l\f. B. Shapero: 
Q. All right. That truck, the truck that is owned by Gale, 
the one that ran into you, that was coming from your mother's 
right, was it not? It was on the right-hand sideY 
page 80 ~ A. Yes. 
MILLARD F. WARRICK, 
called as a witness on behalf of t11e plaintiffs, and having been 
first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Lane: 
Q. ·wm you state your name and address to the jury, 
please? 
A. Millard F. ,varrick. My residence 1030 West Ocean 
View Avenue. That is-
Q. In Norfoll~~ 
A. In Norfolk. 
Q. ,¥here do you work, Mr. Warrick f 
A. National Bank of Commerce. 
Q. What type of work do you do f 
A. Auditing. 
Q. Will you tell the jury where you were at 1 :00 P. M. on 
Sunday, August 9, 1953 7 
A. Well, I had been over to the Ocean View Grocery Store 
to get some sugar for my ·wife and I drove down south on 
First St;reet. · 
page 81 ~ Mr. J\L B. Shapero: Let me interrupt. Ask him 
to speak a little louder. 
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By Mr. Lane:: 
Q. ·Talk just a little louder. 'Talk to the gentlemen of the juryf 
A. I parked on the first parking place 011 :the southwest cor--
ner of First View Street and Port View A venue going south. 
I went in the grocery store and I crone .out and as I went to 
the car I noticed this red truck coming down First View Street 
:at a very rapid rate of speed, too ra})id for that particular 
:zone, and he wasn·'t driving very straight. So I clidn 't get 
in my car, I stood by the door and watched bim. And the time 
.I turned around and he passed me, the cras11 happened. 
Q. M:r. ·warrick, ,vould you come dow11, look at this diagram 
just a moment, please, sir. Let''s use this as your auto.mobile 
:and this is the intersection; this is Port View, this is Granby 
,over 11ere? 
A. Port View-. you have got it reversed t11ere. That is 
'.South and this is west. This is north and south. 
Mr. M. B. S1mpero: No. Well, t11at-
]3y l\fr. Lane~ 
·Q. No. vVe l1ave established the direction now. So this is 
Port View! 
A. All right. 
Q. And tllis is First View f 
page 82 ~ A. All rigl1t. My car then was parked right here 
(indicating). . . 
Q. vV ould yo1~ put your car where your car was parked Y 
A. (Tho witness complied.) 
Q. Now, would you point out on t11is diagram where you 
had been before the accident? 
A. Ocean View Grocery Store, right here (indicating). 
Q. How did you come away from the Ocean View Grocery 
'Storef 
A. Came right across here, crossed rig·ht out here to my 
•car, started to get in. This truck was coming down-
Q. Where was the truck when you first saw lt? Would you 
place t.hat7 
A. Approximate-if you are familiar with the way the 
Colonial Stores arc, it is a. little beyond halfway of the block 
·and that is when I first saw him. 
Q. Would you place the truck in approximately the posi-
tion? 
A. If this is the entire· block, that truck would probably be 
~bout here (indicating). 
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Q. Would you place the vehicle? 
A. (The witnes·s complied) I sbould s~ about there. 
Q. Now, was there anything about this situation, Mr. War-
rick, which caused vou alarm i· · 
. A .. Well, he wasn't driving straight and driving 
page 83 f probably 30, 35 miles an hour on a short street like 
that and ] cUdn 't a:tte111pt to open my mtr door to 
g·et in until he passed, n.nd the time I turned around and looked 
is when the acciderrt ·happened, a:nd ran right into the· car. 
Q. Now, using this· as the other: car, could ygu place that on 
the diagram where you first saw it T 
A. When I first saw whose car? 
Q. This automobile, the· car· that the truck hiU 
A. I imagine. about tflere, hit right in theTc (indicating)'. 
Q. Where was tl1e truck at that timet 
A. The trucl{-(witness moving the model car represent-
ing its position) . 
Q. No, move the vehicle here f 
A. I imagine about like that, a little farther· back,. maybe,. 
like that; hit the front door; that is about right. 
Q·. Did yon watch that truck all the way down, l\fr~ Warrick T 
A. Just for-I sure did. 
Q. And is that the point of impact tha:t you have indicatec! 
on here, to the best of your lmowledgef 
A. Approximately rigT1t. 
Q. Do you know how far back the truck was when you first 
saw it, in feet? 
A .. I imagine anywheres· from 100· to 12"5 feet, from tlle tfm~ 
I saw it. I noticed it, it was coming up the street 
page 84 ~ when I crossed the street. He was coming so fast 
I didn''t attempt to get in my car. 
Q. Diel you or did you not see this car before it reached that 
position 1 
'A. I did not notice whose car. I noticed tlrnt it was a car 
coming up the street but it wasn't coming too fast so I walked 
on across ... 
Q. Mr. vVarrick, dicl you bear any s01mds such as release-
of the accelerator or slowing clown of the engine, to irrdicate-
A. Diel not.· 
Q. -the truck hacI slowed down. Did the truck slow down 
at any time before the impact? 
A. No, no, it did not. 
Q. Did or did not, then, the tmck strike the automobile a.t. 
approximately the same speed it came down the street t 
A. Approximately the same speed .. 
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Q. Ho,~ fast was that, ag·ain, sir? 
A. I would say 30 or 35 miles per hour. 
Q. Mr. Warrick, was there anything in front of the truck to 
obstruct its view, the view of the driver? 
A. No, it was not. 
Q. Do you have any idea how far he had a clear view? Dd 
you have any idea how far he had a clear view (repeating 
question) 7 / 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: I object to that, if Your Honor please. 
He is unable to state in the position he was ho~ 
page 85 ~ far some other individual could see. It depends 
upon where he was. 
The Court: I am sorry. I never did quite get your ques! 
tion. I-foi.v· far what? 
The Lane: I asked him in his opinion bow far the driver 
of that truck would have a clear view from bis observation of 
the situation? ; 
The Court: ·wen, he can state whether or not First. View 
Street is straight west of Port View and the distance thereof. 
Bv Mr. Lane: 
"'Q. Is First View Stroot a straight street, sir7 
.A. A straight street until it gets down to Maple Avenue; 
then it curves around a little to the right. 
By the Court : 
Q. Now, is l\:faple Avenue west· of First View? 
A. J\faple Avenue-First View comes into Maple. 
Q. Is it west of Port Viewf Is it south of Port View? 
A. South. 
Q. How many blocks south 1 
A. Oh, several blocks. 
Q. Several doeim 't mean a. thing to me; T am sorry, Mr. 
Warrick. VVlmt do you mean by several 1 Tell me that. 
A. I guess seven or eight blocks. i 
0. All right. So unless the view is obstructed 
page 86 ~ by· traffic, a11yone standing out' in :b,i rst View Street 
should be able to see at Port View; should be able 
to see south for seven or eiglit blocks, is tllat right 1 · ~ 
A. They could. 
By l\Ir. Lane : . · 
Q. Mr. vVarrick, in answering tl1at question are you talki:µg 
about Port View? These -directions ,have me a little confused. 
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The Court: I got the directions confused when I asked the 
question. I looked at the plat and read them completely 
wrong. 
Mr. Ware: This (indicating) is west. 
:J3y the Court : 
Q. Anyone standing in the center of the intersection of Port 
View and First View A venue and looking west, how far could 
they sec down the street 7 
A. Looking west 7 Well, they' could see I reckon seven or 
eight blocks clown the street. It is a straight street. This (in-
dicating·) is Port View Avenue. You are facing east this way. 
rhis is First View A venue; you are facing· south. You can 
Jook down there for several blocks, I say seven or eight blocks 
and sec traffic coming. 
The Court: All right. Come on back up here if you will, 
please. 
· Mr. Lane: I have one more question to ask from here, if 
Your Honor please. 
page 87 ~ The Court: All right. 
By Mr. Lane: . 
· Q. Mr. Warrick, standing in the center and looking in this 
direction which is marked as east on the diagram, how far 
could one see 7 · 
A. Marked eastt 
Q. Yes, sir. This is Granby Street, this is the ocean over 
here. 
A. This is reversed 1 
Q. That is right. 
A. Because this should be south and this east and this west 
(indicating). 
Q. So that we don't get all confused on these directions, 
let's accept what we have here on the map; and now you have 
placed the truck here and the car here and the impact this 
way. Now, looking this way from a point let's say in front 
of the Colonial Stores, how far could you see in that direction Y 
A. Well, in that case you could see all the way to West 
Ocean A venue. This would be West Ocean View A venue. 
The Court: '' All the way to West Ocean View A venue'' 
doesn't mean a thing to me. · 
The Witness: It is one block. 
The Court: One block; very well. 
,. - L 
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Q. Would you tell the jury what portion of Mrs. 
Vaughan's car was damaged 1 
A. \Vell, it looked like the right side, the front door was 
smashed in pretty badly. I didn't examine it to see how much 
other damage w·as done to it; passed by and looked at it. 
Q. Could the occupants get out of 'the car without assist-
:ance 1 
A. Mrs. Vaughan I think was helped out, but the daughter 
and the boy got out on their own accord. 
Q. Do you remember what port of the truck was damaged, 
:sir! 
A. I couldn't see any portion of the truck damaged. I 
<lidn 't look. 
Q. Could you describe the truck¥ What did the truck look 
Iike1 
A. It was a red truck. 
Q. Did you see anyone in the truck other than the driver 7 
A. I did not. 
Q. Did you talk to the driver of the truck i 
A. I walked up to him and asked him what happened to him, 
did the heat get him, he· didn't stop; and he never answered, 
kept leaning- against his truck . 
• • • • e 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: · 
Q. Mr. Warrick, you did not see the Vaughan car before the 
impact, is that correct? 
A. Before the impact? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. I sure did. No. You mean the Vaughan car? I saw the 
~ar coming up Port View A venue, turned out to be the 
Vaughan car. At that time I didn't know it was the Vaughan 
ear. 
Q. The question is: Did you see the Vaughan car before the 
accident, before the impact 7 
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The Court: He answered that. He said l'le smv a car com-
ing, at that time he didn't krrow it was the Vaughan car. 
By Mr. M:. B. Shapero : 
i • Q. ·where- was that car wlien you first saw it r 
A. Going east on Port View A. venue, just a few Inmdred 
.feet or more. 
Q. Come down here. Show me just where it was: 
page 92· ~ at that time, please, sir~ We are talking about the, 
Vaug·han car1 
. A. The Vawi'han car .. 
Q. Take it, put- · 
: A. Well, I would say approximately here. I crossecl over 
here aheud of it and back over this way. That is where my 
car was parked {indicating}. 
Q. Well now, where were you tlle :first time you saw the 
V a.ughan car 7 
A. Tho V nug·han car? · 
Q. Now, Mister, I am talking about the- Vaughan car and 
no other car. 
A. All right. 
Q. Where were you the first time you saw the Vaughan car f 
A. vYcll, I didn 1t know it was. the- Vaugharn car at that tiIUe-.. 
Q. The car that turned out. to be the Vaughan car? 
A. All right. 
Q. \i\There was tliat 7 
A. ATI rig·1lt; I ,vas cros·sing· rigl1t here. 
Q .. Put your finger where you were when you :first saw it,. 
first saw tbe Vaughan car. 
A. Just as I got to the curb here to cross over. 
Q. So wben you were standing on the southeast corner of 
tI10 intersection of Port View and Firs-t View 
pagn 93 ~ Street, yon were standing on that corner 1 
A. I wasn't standing on it, I was-went across: 
there and looked bot.11 ways as I crossed. 
Q. Were you crossing- or were- you on that corner1 That 
is what I am trying to ask you 7 
A. I came right out of the Ocean View Grocery Store, wI1ich 
is right on this corner, came right on straight across here to 
my corner. 
Q. \Vell now, go back again. ·when you were on the corner 
and, certainly, _at one time· you must have been or you couldn't 
have crossed overt 
A. I clidn 't stop. 
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Q. Well, wl1ether you were moving or not, yon are bound to 
lmve come through that corner. When you were on that cor-
ner, where was the Vaughan car, the car that turned out to be 
Vaughan's? 
A. I said back in here, approximate. 
Q. How many feet would you say, approximately 7 
A. 100 feet. 
Q. 100 feet back. Then, if I under:5tand, you crossed over 
from the southeast comer to the southwest corner of Port 
View A venue, is that right, sir? 
A. That is right. 
Q. And when you got to tlle southwest corner, where was 
the Vaughan car at that time7 
A. That was in my back and I couldn't see it. 
page 94 ~ Q. You did not see it. All rig-ht, sir. Then, when 
you got to the southwest corner, what did you then 
do? 
A. I crossed over to my car, which was parked. 
Q. Where ·was your car? 
A. Parked right hero at this corner. 
Q. -where would you say that is 1 
A. That is on the-facing north-south on First View 
Street. 
Q. iVell, yon would say facing-you mean west, ·according 
to this plat? 
A. Facing- south . 
. Q. Yes. Now, you crossed over. You tell me you did not 
see the car when you got on the southwest corner, the 
Vaughan car. ·when is the next time you saw the Vaughan 
car, if at all? · 
A. 1Vhcn the reel truck rnn into it, right here on this corner. 
Q. NO'\v, when you crossed over to your car-and you got 
to your car, correct? 
A. Thn t is right. 
Q. -where was the Vaugl1an car tlwn? 
A. I don't know. I was looking the other way. 
Q. All right, sir. So then you did not sec the Vaughan car 
any more until the time of the impact f 
A. That is right. 
page 95 ~ Q. And yon saw it when you were on the south-
east corner, it was 100 feeU 
A. I say approximately. 
Q. Approximately 100 feet north of the intersection on 
Port View A venue; and you never laid eyes on that car again 
until the impact? 
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A. That is right. 
Q. Until after the impact 7 
A. I was looking in the opposite direction. 
Q. So your back was to it? 
A. Back was to it. 
Q. So you did not see the impact? 
A. I did see it. 
' 
'! 
Q. ·well now, let's stn:rt over again. Your back ,vas to it; 
you just finished telling me, sir. 
A. All right. But the man's truck was coming down here, 
whirling· up the street so fast I coulcln 't get out there. The 
time I turned around, I saw him run right .into it. 
Q. Then the Vaughan car had gotten ·where when you first 
saw it? 
A. Well, the Vaughan car, we demonstrated that awhile 
ago, was just almost crossing the street there. 
Q. So you saw the Vaughan car at the moment of impacU 
A. I wheeled around just like this. I saw ( witness demon-
strating). 
page 96 r Q. YOU never saw the Vaughan car until it was 
100 feet away, until you heard the impact? 
A. No. I crossed over here, came here and walked to my 
car. 
Q. But you did not see it until the point of impact? 
A. No, I didn't see it anymore after crossing the street. 
Q. So you are not in a position to tell this jury under oath 
how the accident happened, are you? 
A. Yes, I can tell them the man ran right directly into them. 
Q. I know you are saying that but you just told me your 
back was to it. You turned around at the time of impact. So 
you don't know what happened before the impact, do you f 
A. I know the red truck was continuing· to go right along·. 
I turned around and saw it, followed him right on up (witness 
demonstrating·). 
The Court : Come on back to the stand. 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. How fast did you say tl1e truck was travelingt 
A. I would say 30 to 35 miles, my estimate, driving. 
Q. Now,. you went into great detail on saying l1ow far an 
individual could see looking east on First View Street. 
A. You would be looking north on First View Street or 
south. 
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page 97 } Q. In order to straighten us out, 'sir, according 
to our plat we have agreed that the directions for 
First View are cast and west. 
A. All right. I have lived do,vn there 30 years. 
Q. I realize that. We must have something uniform and 
we have agreed on that. Let's stick by this if you will. 
A. All right. It clocsn 't matter which way. 
Q. You testified how far you could see east on First View 
A venue. I will show you a picture of the intersection of First 
Vie,v and Port View Avenue and ask you whether there was 
:anything to obstruct the view of anyone on Port View Avenue 
that looked to the right on First View A venue. You see this 
vacant place; how far would you say they could see down 
there, sir1 
A. This is Port View Avenue here, coming clown beret 
Q. No. No; let's get it straight if we can. This (indicat-
ing) is Port View here and this is First View Street here. 
How far could you see down First View Avenue? 
A. Which way looking· 1 
,Q. Looking to your right coming-
A. Port View Avenue 1 
Q. Going south on Port View A venue? 
A. All right. On your right, it wouldn't be going south, 
you would be going east but you could see several 
page 98 ~ blocks. 
Q. Several blocks. Tl1at is all right. So then, 
according to what you have testified, both cars could see sev-
eral blocks each way, isn't that correct, sir? 
A. Sure. 
Q. What color did you say the truck was 7 
A. Reel 
Q. Bright red t 
A. That is right. 
Q. Sir¥ 
A. Bright red. 
OFFICER W. C. VAUGHAN, 
~alled as a witness on behalf of the plaintiffs, and having been 
first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Lane: 
Q. Would you state your name and address for the jury, 
please, sir? 
A. W. C. Vaug·han, 3207 Jordan Street. 
Q. Where do you work, sir Y 
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.A. Norfolk Police Department. 
Q. Where did you work on Augnst 9', 1953l 
A. I worked the whole city. 
Q. Pardon? 
A. I worked the whole· city, investig·ating acci-
page 99' f dents. . . . . . . . . . Q. You were on the polrcc force, 1s· that r1ghU 
· A.. On the police department, yes, sir~ 
Q. Vl ere you called to the, sc<me of this accident after it had'. 
happened1 
A. Yes, sir, I was. 
Q. W oulcl you describe the position of the vehicles-when yorr 
arrived 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell the jury. U sc the diagram. This (inclicating) is' 
Port View Avenue going this way mid Granby Street is over 
here, and it has been established that this is First View and 
going townrds Ocean View Avenue in this cli:rcction. It has: 
been establisl1ed. 
A. This ( inclica ting·) is First View going towards Ocean 
View! 
Q. That is rigl1t. 
A. "\Vhcn we arrived at tlle scene, the cm~s:....-I still don't get 
you on this. 'rhe way-my viewpoint, First View runs dead'. 
encl at Ocean View Avenue, east and west. 
Q. :-f-1his is First View, yon sec. Yon arc mixed up. This 
is First View, the street clown which I think it has be-en estah-
Iished that the truck was coming; and this is Port View, down 
which I think the car was comh1g-, in tliat direction. 
· A. All rigI1t. °'\\,'.lien ,ve arrived at the scene of the accident,. 
the car ·was on an angle with the front encl headed towards the· 
curb and the truck with its left fender and bumper 
pag·e 100' ~ was~tlrn bumper was up against the right front 
whee-I and tiie fender was pressed against the-
fencler part. 
Q. VV ere there any skid marks 1 
A. It ~ms eleven feet of skid marks leading from tlle rear 
tires of the tTllCk by tape measure. We measured with tape,. 
eleven feet back this way. 
Q. Eleven feet 1 Go ahead. 
A. The marks on the street, tlle front tires, tbis front end 
of this. car bud been knocked approximately three feet this 
way, tl1e front. 
Q. The skid marks 7 
A. Not skid marks;, where the tires would drag; with the 
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impact, the tire would be dragged that way approximatel-y: 
three feet. 
Q. What portion of the car was damaged 7 Do you remem-
ber, sir? 
A. The right front fender and the door; the front wheel 
and the corner of the· front bumper; and I think the lower 
part of the grill, tho lower part of the grill, the hood, had been 
strained. ·we estimated the damage on the car as approxi-
mately $450, the damage to the car. 
Q. Had you talked with tho driver of the truck7 
A. The dri vor of the truck 7 Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there or was there not any indication that be had 
been drinking 1 
A. He had been drinking. 
p~ge 101 ~ Q. Wonlcl you describe that? 
. A. He hnd a strong odor of alcohol on his 
breath. I asked him what lie had been drinking. He told me 
he hacln 't been drinkinp; anything. So I asked him the sec-
ond time, I says '' As strong as the odor of alcohol is on your 
breath, you mean to tell you are not drinking anything"?" He 
said "I taken a drink of whiskey before I eat breakfast." 
And I says "\Vhat time did you cat breakfast?" He said 
"About 7 :00 o'clock." I said "Well, that odor would not last 
that long on your breath." He then said be had drinke'il, a 
bottle of beer about 10 :00 o'clock, and that was all he would 
ever admit to but he had a very strong· odor of alcohol on his 
breath; and he ,vas a little wobbly in his walking; and why I 
clicln 't lock him up for that, I did not see him on the truck. 
Q. You arrived there after the collision, is that correcU 
A. Arrived there after; I did not sec the accident or see 
him drive the truck. 
Q. Diel he have a driver's license? 
A. I issued hjm a summons for driver's license. He paid 
$7.25 in Traffic Court for the summons. 
Q. ·was there anyone else in the truck with him 1 
A. There was another man in the truck with him. 
Q. Tell whether or not that person was drink-
page 102 ~ ing? 
A. He had been drinking, too. There was the 
odor of alcohol. -we wouldn't let him drive the truck away 
from the scene of the accident-not particularly because he 
didn't have the driver's permit; because the condition he was 
in from drinking, we would not let him drive the car away 
from-the truck; and Officer ·wmiamson got in the truck and 
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backed it awa.y from the accident and parked it on the right-
hand side of Port View Avenue. 
Q. Would you or would you not say he was intoxicated to 
the extent to impair his ability7 
The Court: Ability to do whaU 
Mr. Lane: To drive. 
A. He had been drinking enough, if I would have caught 
him driving the truck I would have locked him up for it. 
By lVI r. Lane : 
Q. Diel he say anything to you about whether or not he saw 
the automobile? 
A. For my information for the State, if it is agreeable to 
you all I would like to tell you, I mean explain, because the 
questions I asked him and the answers be gave me for my 
State accident report, the City a.ud State accident report. 
Q. I ask that you do that. 
A. I clicl ask him ho,v the accident happened. He said he 
was going clown Port View Avenue-I mean First View Ave-
nue. He ,yas riding along, talking to 11is com-
page 103 ~ panion in the car with him and at the time l1e saw 
. this car he applied his brakes and then he hit, was 
his explanation to me for the accident for my City and State 
report. Said he dicln 't see the car until he was right out and 
he applied his brakes and that is when-that wns the informa-
tion he ~·ave me for my City and State accident report. 
Q. vVhat you stated, he did not see the car until it was right 
on him? 
A. Right on him at the time he applied his brakes; then he 
says ho saw the accident, saw the car. 
Q. Did you see auy of the partjes in the car~ 
A. I didn't see any parties in the car at all. Officer McCann 
gave me the information. He brought it back to the scene 
of the accident, tl1e operator of the car and all the informa-
tion. He bad carried the people to the hospital, he got the in-
formation there and I got the information at the scene of the 
accident. 
Q. Mr. Vaughan, did you know any of these parties per-
sonally1 
A. I have never seen any of the parties in the other car 
until this morning· and I had never seen him before the acci-
dent and I haven't seen him since until this morning. 
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By M:r. M. B. S11apero: 
Q. Officer, you made a report out, dicl you not f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In that report you are supposed to give some details as 
to ho,v· it happened and when and where, is· that correcU 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You have stated that this colored boy told you he didn't 
see the car? That .is ·what you lmve just said, is that correc.U 
A. He said he clidn 't see the car until it was right in front 
of him; that is when he applied the brakes. 
page 109} 
Q. Officer Vaug·han, in speaking- of the condition of the boy 
driving· John Gale's truck, you said something- about the odor 
of whiskey. You did not arrest l1im, did you 1 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. And t11ere had been an automobile accident in which he 
was involved 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 110 } Q. And you noticed an odor of some kind of 
drink7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And still you dicln 't arrest him? 
A. I would like to explain that if I may. If I didn't see 
him drive that car, these people were from Richmond; I 
liave got to have a w.itness in police court to testify as to him 
being the driver, which I did not have. I did not see him drive 
the car and that is exactly why I didn't arrest him. 
Q. Now, Officer Vaughan, I would like to ask you a few ques-
tions on that. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You knew this: All you have got to do is to summon a 
witness and he is not going· to Richmond or anywhere else; 
if he does, he had better be, back here for court; is that true 
or not7 
A. That is true, Mr. Shapero, but in the job we are in out 
here and you try to get these witnesses and it comes up the 
following morning in court-I mean a police officer ain't out 
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Ii.ere-they have got enough to do without issuing· subpmmas 
and going around looking for witnesses. \.:Ve have got our 
hands full as it is. 
Q. You could have bnd those witnesses l1ere- if you wanted. 
by giving them a summons, is that right, sir, a summons from 
the -State¥ 
page 111 ~ A. No,. I couldn't give them. summonses to be: 
here, no sir. 
Q. You couldn't g.ive them a subpoena¥ 
A. No-sirec. I would Jmve to come down the next morning 
to get a subpoena and they would be in Richmond. 
Q. ·why the next morning1. Couldn't you have done it right 
that day1 I know a little about-
The Court: vVasn 't it a Sundayf 
Mr .. M. B. Shapero: Yes, sir. A Justice of the Peace, is: 
always orr duty. 
The Court: A Justice of the Peace issues subpocnasf 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: I imagine they do. 
The· °\Vitness·: No, sir; those subpoenas haS' got to be issue~ 
out of the High Constable's office,, Civil C01U't Building·,. your 
court clerk. 
By l\fr~ M. B. Sna:pero :-
Q. Who issues subpoenas in police courtr 
The· Court : I will tell yon: The ClCTk of the Police Court. 
As to the Civil Justice Court, not unless you could find him 
and get him here. You know l\Ir. Allen? 
Mr. M. B. Sliapero: I do know him welL I don't think he-
would issue one on Sunday for anybody. 
By M:r. 1\-f. B. Shapero: 
Q. You could have bad one issued the next clay r 
A. Could have hacl one, yes, sir. 
page 112 ~ Q. Officer:, thC' truth of the matter is, you just 
clidn 't think llis condition ·was such that it would 
amount to a row of pins, isn't that so? 
A .. Mr. Shapero, if I thought that I woulcln 't l1ave said what 
I did about it. 
Q. Oh, I know, but you did not do anything about it¥ 
A. No, sir, I didn't. I told you why. 
Q. And the reason you didn't let him drive the truck away 
is because he didn't have a permiU 
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A. Now, we will issue a summons for not having a driver's 
license with you, and as long as you have got that summons 
we will allow vou to drive vour car home. 
Q. YOU wilfV " 
.lt. Yes, sir. 
Q. Isn't he driving illegally when he drives without one? i 
A. "\Vell now, that is a question I have asked several officers 
that has been there longer than I have and superiors. 
The Court: Well, I am not going to let him answer. It is 
a leg·al question. 
By Mr. i\:I. B. Shapero: 
Q. Place the cars again just where they were when you got 
theref 
A. When we arrived at the scene, the car was about on-
of course, there was some distance between here 
page 113 ~ and some distance between this curb here (indi-
cating·), but the front bumper was rested against 
the right front wheel of the car; and the fender was pressed 
in, the front part of it was pressed into this fender here (in-
dicating·). 
Q. Now, were or were not the cars w.itbin the four corners 
of the intersection? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were they? Where have you placed them 7 
A. Vv e bad traffic coming around the back of this car here. 
Q. I understand that. Place them where they were. I 
didn't mean to touch them with my ha.ncl at all. 
A. CWitness replacing.) 
Q. Let's take this pencil and put it across there. Are not 
those cars within the four corners of that intersection f Are 
they or not ·1 
A ... Within the boundaries of vour curbs f 
Q. Yes, sir. " 
A. 011, yes. 
Q. That is all I wanted to know. Your answer is yes? 
A. Yes, within the boundaries of the-
. Q. All right. No·w, I understood you to say tha.t this car, 
the Vaughan car, had been pushed sideways approximately 
three feet! 
A. Approximately three feet. 
Q. And skid marks showed that the Gale truck 
page 114 r had skidded eleven feet? 
A. Eleven feet from your rear wheel, and then 
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you have got your distance of your truck. From your rear 
wheel back it was eleven feet. 
Q. That is the way you get your skid cling from, of course, 
because the whole car skids. It doesn't sepm·ate and one part 
skid and the other go to Richmond; they all skid together, that 
is right~ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. So we had eleven feet of skidding? 
A. Eleven feet. You have still got your front tires, your 
brakes are skidding. · 
By the Court : 
Q. The back skids as well as the front! 
A. Yes, sir. I say from the rear-
* * * 
page 164 ~ The Court : One second. How far did you say 
that truck was from the intersection when she was 
at the intersection? Five lengths 1 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Yes. 
The Court: ,vhaU 
Mr. lVL B. .Shapero: At first, she kept them there the whole 
time, she said. 
The Court: All right. If she kept them there, the jury can 
keep them there, too. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: She said she never looked. I would 
like to have the reporter read it hack. She said that when she 
was 25 feet from the .intersection, she didn't see him at all; 
when she was 20 feet from the intersection, they were four 
car lengths. 
The Court: ,vhen she arrived at the intersection, four to 
five car lengths 1 
Mr. l\I. B. Shapero: Four to five carletigtl1s. 
The Court: Suppose the jury believes that"/ 
Mr. l\L B. Shapero: And they were going at a rapid rate 
of speed. Then she said '' I never loo keel again. I did not 
see them until tl1e point of impact.'' I say if she saw, she 
should Lave stopped and she would have seen if she didn't see 
it. 
The Court: Wbat is five lengths f ·what is the length of 
an automobile, Sixteen feet two inches it was 
page 165 ~ testified, wasn't it 1 
Mr. Lane: That was the length of her car. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Well, say sixteen feet. 
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The Court: All right. He was 90 feet away wl1en she en-
tered the intersection. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: No. Four or five. 
The Court: Y cs, but the jurv· would have a right to take 
ieither one of them.. " 
M:r. l\I. B. Shapero: But, may .it please the Court, her negli-
gence, as I see it, is tl1e f ailurc to look again. She says he 
was going at a rapid rate of speed and she never looked again 
:and he ]1ad the right of way. 
The Court: Oh, no. "'\Vhy did he have the right of wayf 
Mr. 1VI. B. Slmpcro: Because he was on the right, if he got 
there appreciably at the same time. Now-
The Court: If I am at an intersection and another man is 
'90 feet away, would you say that we got there at appreciably 
the same time, approximately the same time 1 
M:r. l\L B. Shapero: I agree with you but she said when 
she was 20 feet from the intersection, 110 was four or five car-
lengths away, p;oing at a rapid rate of speed. 
The Court: I think she said four carlengths 
page 166 ~ then. 
Mr. Lane: .Said five or six. 
Mr. l\:i. B. Shapero: Let the reporter read it back. 
The Court: It doesn't matter because in my opinion the 
jury can accept either one of those statements most favorable 
to her. They could; I don't mean they would. That is their 
privilege and that would mean that when she arrived at the 
intersection, the evidence most favorable to her was that the 
truck was 90 feel from it. 
Mr. M. B. Sl1apero: She was negligent in failing to look 
again. She said she was creeping at 10 miles an hour, came 
almost to a stop. 
The Court: If she saw a car 90 feet away, didn't she have 
a right to assume that it would let her get across¥ 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: You can assume that but with that 
:assumption you must look.. You cannot go blindly into an in-
tersection, regardless, as I understand the law. 
The Court: At 35 miles an hour, they could have stopped 
in 63 feet. 
Mr. M. B . .Shapm·o: The negligence that I see in the lady 
was in failing to look again. She can't go blindly into an in-
tersection. 
page 167 } The Court: I overrule the motion. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: I note an exception, sir. 
The Court: You didn't have anything to say about the 
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other two. You weren't making a motion as· to them:. Clearly,. 
if I overruled that, I would overrule as to thea others .. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: Yes·, if you overruled that, the others 
would fall of their own weight .. 
The Court : If you want to reserve your exemption, you 
should make the motion .. 
Mr. M. B. :Shapero: I except to the, action of the Court in 
overruling the motion to strike out the evidence· of the· plain-
tiff Ruby Vaughan. The Court has stated that it would over-
rule a similar motion made ~ to the plaintiffs. Eva Kidwell 
and Daniel Kidwell, but for the purpose of the record and in 
order to get the record in the proper shape, I make such a 
motion. I understand that the Court overrules the motion-
I note an exception as to each of the plaintiffs·. 
The Court : I so overrule the motions, the several motions .. 
Bring the jury in, please. 
e 
page· 203' f 
•· 
SA:NTIY EOTON, 
a defendant, having· been first duly sworn, testined as follows: 
Examined by Mr. M. B'. Shapero:· 
Q. Your name is Sandy Eotonf 
A.. Yes, sfr~ 
Q. How old are yon, SandyT 
A. 33. 
Q. Now, Sandy, I want you to tam: to- this gentleman back 
here, loud enougl1 so that he will hear it, and if you do, all of 
these gentlemen will hear it. Now, I want you to, speak suffi,.. 
ciently loud. For whom do you work, Sandy! 
A. tT ohn Gale . 
. Q. Is this John Gale here-T 
A.. Yes, sir. 
page 204 f Q. What do you dof 
A. Drive an ice truck. 
Q. How long have you been driving an ice· truck for Johnf 
A. Seven or eight years. 
Q. Where does John livef. 
A. On-. 
Q. What street! .. i. 
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A. I Avenue. 
Q. I A venue. Now, when you say "drive an ice truck," 
what do you do 0/ 
A. I peddle from door to door. 
Q. Speak louder. You peddle from door to door, sell ice 
from door to door to families 1 Can you gentlemen hear Y All 
right, selling to families, peddling from door to door¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Sandy, on August 9, 1953, on a Sunday, you were in an 
automobile accident, weren't you 7 You were in an automobile 
accident 0/ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And whose truck were you driving 1 
A. John Gale's. 
Q. That particular morning, where did you get the truck? 
A. At his house on I Avenue. 
Q. And then what did you do¥ 
pag·e 205 ~ A. Went to the ice plant. 
Q. And where is the ice planU 
A. On Government A venue. 
Q. Do you know Jesse Harris? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vas Jesse with you that morning! 
A. Yes,sir. 
Q. Where did you pick Jesse up 1 
A. Up to his house. 
Q. "\Vhose house~ 
A. ,John Gale's house. 
Q. He was ovel· at John's house? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does Jesse help you sell ice? 
A. On Sundavs he do. 
Q. He doest "'\Vhy f 
A. He has so much route to go. 
Q. All right. Briefly, Sandy, wlmt territory do you cover Y 
A. Like D A venue, Government A venue, C A.venue and 
Port View Avenue. 
Q. Do you have regular customers that you go to? 
A. About 20 or 25 houses go to. 
Q. All right. Tl1at particular morning, how 
page 206 ~ many places did you visit, approximatelyt 
A. I had been about 20 or 25. 
Q. And on what streets were they? 
A. On Government Avenue, D A venue, C .A venue, Port 
View. 
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Q. All right. Now, I am going to direct your attention to 
the time of the accident. "'Where did the accident take place 1 
A. On Port View and First View. 
Q. All right. Now, which street were you on 7 
A. On First View. 
Q. All right. ·which way were you going1 Were you going 
toward the water or where 7 . 
A. Going east. 
Q. You were going east t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, that would take you to the water if they 
hadn't any houses there; you would go right on in the water! 
I just want to get your directions straight. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does Port View Avenue intersect it? It goes right 
across7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, let's come on down to First View and tell me just 
what happened. ·what did you do? You were-
pag·o 207 ~ driving· east 7 
A. Y cs, driving east. 
Q. Had you been delivering ice to anybody? 
A. I had stopped before I got to the intersection. The cus-
tomer I had before I got to the intersection, I stopped there 
and hollered "Ice" there. 
Q. "\,Vha t is the name of the customer? 
A. I don't know his name, couldn't think of his name. 
Q. You stopped to deliver f 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·which side of the street was he on, your right or left 1 
A. Right-hand side. 
Q. How far is his house from the intersection of Port View 
Avenue and First View Street, approximately 1 
A. About 150 feet. 
Q. Ho,,T many houses would you, say, approximately f 
A. About two. 
Q. You stopped in front of his place? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was Jesse Harris with you¥ 
A. Yes . 
. Q. Who went in, if anyone, to find out about the ice, you or 
Jesse? 
,page 208 }-
A. I did. 
Q. vVoll, did you sell any ice there? 
A. No, sir. · 
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Q. A.nd you came out f 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then what did you do1 
A. Got in the truck and put it in low; low gear, started off 
in second. 
Q. Started off whatf 
A.. Put it in first gear and started off and put it in second. 
Q. All right. Now, when you got in second, how fast were 
you going1 
A. I ,:vas going around about 10 miles an hour. 
Q. And you say that the house where you were parked be-
fore you etarted was 150 feet from tl1e corner 2 
A.. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. All right. You were in second gear, and how fast would 
you say you were goi11g, or did you say f 
A. About 10 miles an hour. 
Q. Then what did you do1 
A. I looked right and left, both ways, and I-
Q. What do you mean "right and left''f You mean on-
A. On my left and on my right. 
Q. ·what did you sec 1 
A. I seen a car coming to my left. 
pa_ge 209 } Q. From your left f 
A. Yes. 
Q. vVhcre were you the first time you ~j'.\.W the car? Where 
was vour truck l 
A." That was to the intersection. 
Q. You were at the intersection t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That car was coming from the left¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far wns that car, where was the car? 
A. The car that was coming from my lefU 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. It looked like it was about-about 100 feet away. 
Q. ·was it coming fast or slow! 
By the Court: 
Q. (Interposing) 100 feet away from what? Where were 
vou? · 
• A. From First View Street, from the intersection. 
By ]\fr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. From the intersection, about 100 feet. How fast was it 
coming? 
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A. It looked like it wasn't g·oing· so :fa.st .. 
Q. It wasn't going fast i 
A. No, sir. 
· page· 210 ~ Q. All right. Then wliat did you do"/. 
A. Then I started off, just started off slowly,, 
started off and I thomrht I could make it across there and 
looked like car come fast,. looked like coming fast, it was on 
me. 
Q. Vl ait a minute now.. Did you or did you not look again t0> 
your left? 
A .. Sir! 
Q. Did you lo'ok to your left or not? 
A. Yes, after I started off I looked again,.. you know, before 
I pulled off I looked again,. then I started toward the inter-
section. 
Q. All right. Where was the car then 1 
A. Coming, just coming- up on-I thought I could make it~ 
Q .. How fast was it going at that time·f 
A. Looked like it was going fast, looked like it was coming 
faster then. 
Q. Then what course did the car take 1 Which way did the 
ear go then? 
A. Kept-kept on coming-· up on me. 
Q. Behind you? In front of you t 
A. In front of me-. 
Q. In front of you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 211 ~ Q. ·what did yon dot· 
A. After I see it was coming so fast on me, I 
mashed on my brakes and pulled to my right. 
Q. All right. Then what happened 1 
A. Then she kept on coming-, looked like she was going to, 
come on across me and. I pulled across to my right. 
Q. Did you come together then 1 
A. Yes,. come right together. 
Q. All right. Did you look at tlie street to see whether· or 
not there were any skid marks there 1 
A. Yes,sir. 
Q. How many skid marks did vou :find l 
A. Looked like about 9 or 10 feet. 
Q. Did you measure it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was with you at the time! 
A. Harris ... 
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Q. How did you measure it! 
A. "\Valking on my feet. 
Q. How many now¥ Just by a foot at the time, a stride Y 
How did you measure it f 
A. A stride, three strides, like that. 
Q. Three strides; and you say it is about 9 or 10 feet? 
A. Yes. 
page 212 ~ Q. And you actually measured it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far did the car move, the lady's car, after you all 
came together 1 
A. What 7 l\:f oved across 1 
Q. Yes. 
A. Moved about-about a foot to the curb. 
Q. \Vhat is thatf 
A. About a foot ·to the curb. 
Q. Now, when the aceident was over, where were the vehi-
cles 1 "\Vere tbev inside of the intersection or not )l . 
A. 1Vell, I was in the intersection; she was off. I was right 
in the intersection. 
Q. Come down here a minute, Sandy. This is Port View. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q . .And it is admitted that the lady was coming this way, 
from your left, and admitted that you were going this way. 
(Indicating). 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, I want you to show me : when the accident was 
over--this is the lady's car, now; here is the intersection in 
here. Put the lady's car where the lady's car was, and then 
put your truck where it was. Take it. 
A. All rig·ht. 
page 213 ~ 
sir. 
The Court : You mean after the-
M:r. M. B. Shapero: After the accident, yes, 
A. (The witness complied.) 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. Put yours. 
A. ( The witness complied.) 
Q. Is that about where it was? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. Lane: I call for that position to be put in the record. 
·Don't touch it. 
The Court: All right. Leave them there. If you are not 
going to change them, I will do it the next time the jury goes 
out. I will dictate it. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: All right. 
(In the absence of the jury, the Court later dictated the 
position of the vehicles as follows : ) 
The Court: Sandy Eoton placed the position of the auto-
mobile driven by Mrs. Vaug·han aucl the truck driven by him, 
as follows: 
The automobile driven by Mrs. Vaughan was facing south 
on the east side of Port View Avenue near the eastern curb, 
with the rear half of the ear projected into First View Street 
and the front half south of the southern curb of First View 
Street. The car is· parallel to and very near the eastern curb 
of Port Vimv Avenue. As shown on the plat, 
page 214 r which is not drawn to scale so far as the size of 
tho vehicles is concernN.1, the Vaughan car was to 
the left of the center line of Port View Avenue facing south. 
The truck is approximately two-thirds into the intersection 
and one-third remaining in First View Street, with the rear 
of the cab of the truck very near the southwest corner of 
First View Street and Port View Avenue. It is at a 45-de-
gree angle to the cast side of Port View Avenue with the right 
front wheel south of the southern line projected of First View 
Street and the left front corner of the truck was touching 
or approximately touching Mrs. Vaughan's automobile just 
back of the driver's seat. 
(The following· occurred in the presence of the jury:) 
By i\fr. :M:. B. Shapero: 
Q. Now, Sandy, I want you to answer this question clearly 
and truthfully: Had you had anything to drink that morning? 
A. Yes, I had a drink that morning before I had breakfast; 
yes, sir. 
Q. You did have a drink that morning? 
A. A small drink. 
Q. How big a drink'f 
page 215 r A.· A small drink. 
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l3y the Court: 
Q. Of what? 
A. Of whiskey. 
.Sandy Eot.on. 
By Mr. 1f. B. Shapero~ 
Q. What time would you say that wast 
A. 7 :00 o'clock. . 
Q. The accidei1t happened about 1 :30; did you have any-
thing else to drink after 7 :00 o'clock that morningf 
11. Yes, s1.r. I had a beer about-about 10:00., just about 
10 :00 o'clock. 
Q. So you did have beer i 
A. Yes. 
Q. A bottle of beer. Did you have any more than one 
bottle1 
A. Had one bottle, that is all. 
Q. ·where did you have it 2 
A. Got it at Rose's. 
Q. "\Vl1cre is Rose's 1 
A. On First View Street. 
Q. ·was anyQne ,vith you at the time? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 1Vasn 't Jesse Harris with you iv hen you when you had 
the bottle of beer f · 
A. No, sir. 
page 216 } Q. He was not t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. A.t the time of the accident, were you drunk? 
A.. No, sir. 
Q. Sandy, have you had anything to drink today? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You always have a doudy look, the reason I asked. 
You haven't had anything to drink today, have you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Today is your normal appearance t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, after the accident was over, what did you doY The 
cars came together; you and Jesse were in the truck; what did 
you doi 
A. I got out of the truck. 
Q. You got out of the truck! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you leave the scene of the accident? 
A. No, I didn't leave. 
Q. You stayed right there 7 
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A. Yes,, sir .. 
Q. What did the ladies do in the other cart 
A. The lady-
r 
. • 
Q. The lady and the little hoy .. 
A. The lady and the little boy got out o.f the. ca~-
page 217 ~ Q. Did you all walk aroundt 
. A. Walked arom1d .. 
Q. Did you look at the accident! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you stay there until the police officers came t 
A. Yes,. sir. 
Q. ·who sent for the police Y 
A. I don't know.. S.om~ hodv called them.. I don't know. 
who sent for them. .. 
Q. But you stayed th.ere·? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well now,. when the police officers came, did any of them: 
talk to y©llt t 
A .. Yes,. sir .. 
Q. ·what is the· conversation you had with them t 
A. He called me to the: car and asked me was I driving- the! 
truck. I told him ''Yes, sir.'' 
Q. All right.. Go ahead 1 
A. He asked me for my driver's· license. I said it went out,. 
didn't renew, it went out on me. 
Q. It went out and you hadJ1't renewed it°l 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he give you a ticket for failing to have a dTiver 's-
permit Y 
page· 218 ~ A. Give a ticket for no driver's permit. 
Q. And you were fined and you paid $7 .5Q·y 
A.. Yes,. sir .. 
Q. Diel the policC'!· officer tell you anything about driving the-
truck awayY 
A. He s·a:id couldn't drive it away because I didn't have any 
license. 
Q. Did the police office1· ask you about drinki:ngT 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Did you tell him what you have just told us f 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. So wimt the police officer said yesterday is tI1e· aosoluter 
truthr 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, Sandy, wliat if anything did the police officer· do, 
a.~- far as your· truck is concerned t" 
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A. Drove it down the street and turned around and parked 
it across onto the right-hand side. 
Q. How much damage ,vas done to your truckt 
A. Bent the left fender. 
Q. Bent the left fender? 
A. Yes. 
The Court: How about the bumper? Wasn't it benU 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: I have a picture here, if 
page 219 r Your Honor please, to disclose that. · 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. You say the left fender. Was there any damage to the 
bumperf 
A. That is-bended it; bent the bumper in, the fender, 
Q. Then what did you do after thaU Did you stay around 
there1 Did you g·o or what did you do? 
A. I stayed around there a little while. 
Q. And then what did you do1 
A. Then I went up the--walked up to the ice plant. 
Q. Where is the ice plant f 
A. On Government A venue. 
Q. ·why did you go over there¥ 
A. Waiting for the other truck to come so I could finish 
my route. 
Q. How many trucks did John have? 
A. Two. 
Q. And you went over there to wait fo1' the other truck Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Sandy, I want you to answer all the questions that this 
man asks you. 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 220 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. How long have you been driving for Mr. Gale! 
A. About seven or eight years. 
Q. Sevcm or eight years for Mr. Gale Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you stated to this jury that you started out in 
second gear Y 
A. Started out in first gear. 
Q. And shifted to second gear, is that correct? 
A. Started out in first gear. 
Q. Shifted to second Y 
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A. Sir? 
Q. Shifted to second? 
A. Yes, then shift to second. 
Q. Now, you stated to the gentlemen of this jury that you 
approached that intersection, reached the intersection, looked 
to the left and saw this car of Mrs. Vaughan 100 feet back; is 
that correct f 
A. 100 feet back, yes, sir. 
Q. 100 feet back when you reached the intersection 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you then started into the intersection, is that what 
you are telling this jury rl 
page 221 ~ A. Yes, sir ; started slow down, seen the lady. 
Q. Seen her then about 100 feeU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Started into this intersection J 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are telling this jury that that automobile-
A. Sirf 
Q. You are telling· this jury that that automobile of lVIrs. 
Vaughan traveled 100 feet into the intersection°? 
A. From the intersection f 
Q. Where you saw her, traveled 100 feet, came in front of 
you and you struck the door of her car 1 
A. No. She was-she hadn't got to the intersection. 
Q. You told the jury thnt you reached the intersection 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You saw this car 100 feet back? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was your testimonyt 
A. I saw it 100 feet back, yes. 
Q. Right; and you started into the intersection? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And her car traveled 100 feet, passed in front of your 
truck so that your truck hit the side of her car 1 
A. She cut, come across me, yes, sir. 
Q. All right. You told the officer that you had 
page 222 ~ had a drink of whiskey before breakfast, did you 
noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. You said a small drink? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that one or two pints? 
A. No, sir. 
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·Q. And you had a beer about 10 :00 o'clock! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. No one saw you have the beer7 
A. No~ sir. 
Q. What had you been doing that Saturday nighU 
A. Saturday night f I wasu 't doing nothing· no more than 
home with mv wife. 
Q. You had been home asleep 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, when you were through with the scene of the acci-
dent, did you go back, get another truck, finish the route 7 
.A. Sir·? 
Q. Did you g·o back, get another truck, finish the route j 
A. No, I didn't; the other boy did. 
Q. The other boy did 1 
A. Yes, .sir. 
page 223 } By the Cmut: 
Q. The boy that was in the truck with you 
when the accident occurred? 
.A. No, sir; one of the other men that works for him. 
Bv l\fr. Lane: 
·Q. Did the boy that was in the truck with you give his name 
to the police officer 1 
A. No, sir. I don't think he dicl, no, sir. 
Q. He disappeared, didn't he 1 
A. Sir1 
Q. He disappeared, didn't he? 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. M. B. Shapero: 
Q. vVho g·ot to that intersection first, you or the lady? 
A. I got there first. 
Q. And no one saw you take that bottle of beer, did they? 
A. No, sir. 
·Q. But you are volunteering the information that you had 
it! 
A. Yes, sir. 
• 8 ... 
page 234 t 
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JESSE HAR,RIS, 
ealled as a witness on behalf of the defendants,. and having 
been first duly sworn, testified as follows :. 
Examined by Mr. M. B. Shapero.: 
Q. Your name is Jesse Harris?. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old are you,. Jesse 1 
A. 27. 
Q. Now, Jesse, I want you to speak sufficiently loud so- ili.is; 
gentleman with the glasses on back there can hear you, and 
everybody will.. See that man back there, sir! All right .. 
What do you do,. Jesse? 
A. Construction work. 
Q. Construction what? 
A. Construction work. I work with ai brick c®tractor. I 
am a laborer. 
Q. Where do you live¥ 
A. 1035 ''l'' Avenue. 
pag·e 235 ~ Q. Did you ever work for John Galef 
A. Yes, sir, on Sundays. 
Q. What did you do when you worked for him?. ·wnat is: 
your kind of service f Do you rencler-
A. Well, I help the boy deliver ice on Sundays .. 
Q. All righL How long have you been helping out on Sun-
days·?' 
A. About a couple of years now. 
Q. On August 9, 1953, were you or were you not with Sandy. 
Eaton orr the J olm Gale truck 1 
A. Yes,. sir, I was with llim. 
Q. 1Vere yon all in an accident f 
A .. Yes,. sir. 
Q .. ·what street was. it on 1l 
A. Orr First View .A. venue and Port Vfew .. 
Q. Which way were you going! 
A. East. 
Q. East? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·where did tiie accident tairn placer. 
A. On Port View. 
Q. You mean the intersection r 
.A. Intersection of Port View and First View .. 
. Q. All rigllt. Now, tell us just what you did 
page 236 f when you entered First View Street. Pick it up· 
from there, just come on down. 
A. vVell, we stopped at a customer's house whfon: is· Mr·~ 
Garrett,. about 150 f ee.t- . 
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Q. Wait a minute. You are talking fast and you are not 
talking clearly. You stopped, did what? 
A. vVe stopped at a customer's house. 
Q. What is his name Y 
A. Mr. Garrett. 
Q. Garrett? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On which side of' the street was that? On your right-
hand side? 
A. Right-hand side. 
Q. How far is that from the intersection of Port View 
Avenue and First View StrcetY 
A. About 150 feet. 
Q. How many houses would you say Y 
A. Two. 
Q. _All right. You stopped in front of there. Did you go in 
or did Sandy go in "1 
A. Sandy went in. 
Q. Did you remain in the cart 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Sanely come back? 
page 237 ~ · A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did he do 7 
A. Got in the truck. 
Q. 'l,hen what did he dof 
A. Shift in low gear. 
Q. All right. 
A. Pulled off. 
Q. WhaU 
A. Shift in low gear, started off. 
Q. How fast was he going Y 
A. vVell, after he shifted in i::econd gear-
Q. Jesse, talk slower if you will. Now, Jesse, how fast wab 
the truck going when Sandy got in second 1 
A. About ten miles an hour. 
Q. 1.,hen what did you do f 
A. \Vell, looked right, then looked left. 
Q. ·where were you wlwn yon looked rig-ht and left? 
A. Right at the intersection, Port View. 
Q. Did you look or he look? 
A. We both looked. 
Q. All right. What did you see7 . 
A. Coming from our left, we saw a car. 
Q. How far was that car from 1you 1 
A. Seemed to be about 100 feet. 
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Q. And where were you when that car was 100 
page 238 ~ fco t from you 7 
A. Right at the intersection. 
Q. At the intersection 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How fast was the car coming· then, the lady's cart 
A. It seemed to be coming real slow then. 
Q. All right. And you were going about how fast then Y 
A. About ten miles an hour. 
Q. Then what did you do1 
A. "\Vell, we figured we had plenty of time to make it on 
across, so we started on across. Just as we got rig·ht up in the 
intersection, the front part of tho tmck g·ot up in the intersec-
tioTJ. of Pm:t View, we looked again; the automobile we had saw 
100 feet a,vay was right on us. 
Q. Don't talk so fast, please. The automobile that you 
"had saw" was right up on you, is that what you said 1 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Slo,v down. Then what happened? vVbat did the car do, 
the lady's car~ 
A. It seemed to be trying· to go in the front of us. 
Q. All right; then what happened? 
A. Sandy swung hard to the right and jammed on brakes. 
Q. Then what happened 1 
A. He skidded about ten or eleven feet. 
page 238-A ~ Q. How do yon know thaU 
him. 
A. vVe got out; he stepped it off and I watched 
Q. How far was the lady's car pushed? 
.A. About two feet to the curb. 
Q. vVhat is that? 
.A. About two feet to the curb. 
Q. Then wba t happened 1 
A. "\V ell, the left-hand fender of the truck struck the auto-
mobile between the front door and the right-hand fender. 
Q. Did you stay in the car~ 
A. No, sir, we g·ot out. 
Q. Who~? 
.A. I and Eoton, Sandy. 
Q. Did the lady stay in the car or get out? 
.A. They all three g-ot out. 
Q. Did you all look at the car damage? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then what happened f What did you dot 
A. Then? Well, I stayed there. 
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Q. You did7 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. How long did you stay there 1 
A. Until everything· was over. 
Q. After it was over, then what did you do 1 
A. I caught the bus and went on home. 
page 239 } Q. Now, did the lady's car get to the intersec-
tion first or did Sandy's truck get there first Y 
A. The truck got there first. 
Q. Any doubt in your mind .about thaU 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. ·ware: Dictate the relative positions of the automo-
biles. 
The Court: You want to change thaU All right. Gentle-
men of the jury, step into the halhvay. 
(In tile absence of the jury, the Court dictated for the record 
the positions in which Sandy Eoton had placed on the diag·ram 
the automobile driven by Mrs. Vaughan and the truck driven 
by Sandy Eoton, and which appears at the point in this record 
where this testimony of Eoton occurs. The jury then returned, 
and the following occurred:) 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. Jesse, you work on this . ice run on Sundays, is that 
righti 
A. That is right. 
Q. Not on regular days l 
A. Just on Sundays. 
page 240 ~ Q. Do you know the names of all the customers Y 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. But you know the name of this one 7 
A. That is right. · 
Q. The driver of the truck, who works every day, does 
not know itj 
A. I don't know that. 
Q. You were going ten miles an hour 7 
A. That is right. 
Q. You saw the car 100 feet away? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Did you measure the distance? 
A. No, I just guesses. 
Q. Just guessing? Where you stopped to deliver ice was 
150 feet from the intersection, is that right? 
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A. That is right! 
Q. Did you measure it Y • 
.A. No, I didn't. . 
Q. The car after the impact was two feet from the curb_ 
Did you measure it t 
.A. Stepped it off; not the car,. no, sir. We didn't measure 
the car, no, sir. · 
Q. Now, Jesse,_ with all of these uncertainties,. surely your 
recollection could not be exactly that of someone else t 
A. Mine. 
page 241 ~ Mr. M. B. Shapero: One minute, boy; don't 
answer that until I get my obj,ection in. 
The Court: .All he can say, the best of his recollection .. 
Mr. M. B .. Shapero: That is all. He can't say it is better 
than somebody's else's. 
The Court: That is right. I sustain the objection. 
By Mr;. Lane: 
Q .. You have memorized this pretty well,. haven't you t 
Mr. l\1. B. Shapero: I object to that. 
Mr: Lane: I can ask that question on cross- examinationh 
The Court: I sustain the objection. 
Mr. Lane : .All right .. 
Mr. M. B. Shapero: It isn't fair .. 
By Mr. Lane: 
Q. What time did yon go on the truckf 
A. Around 8 :00 that morning .. 
Q. Around 8 :00 o'clock~ 
A. That is right. 
Q. \Vere you on the truck all morning-f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you stop anywhere for a drink! 
.A. No, sir. 
,page 242 }- Q .. '11he truck :never stopped¥ 
. A. No, sir; only time he stopped was deliveries 
to customers. 
Q. Never stopped for a drink! 
A. ( The witness shook his head.) 
Q. Were you drinking? 
A. No,. sirr 
Q. Hadn't had anything to drink·r 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Lane·: No further questions .. 
• 
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Mr. vVarc: The plaintiffs object and except to Defendants s 
Instruction No. 1, on the ground that it docs not go to the 
facts in this case and that it does not include the fact that the 
negligence of Mrs. Vaughan, if any, is not imputed to the 
passengers Eva Kidwell. and Daniel Kidwell. 
The plaintiffs object and except to Defendants' Instruction 
No. 2 in that the negligence of l\Irs. Vaughan is not imputed 
to the guest so as to bar recovery on the part of Eva and 
Daniel Kidwell. Instruction No. 2 is also contrary to the facts 
as brought out in evidence, in that it states that Mrs. Vaughan 
saw the defendant's truck as it entered the intersection. 
The plaintiffs object and except to Defendants' Instruc-
tion No. 3 in that there is no evidence to show that Sandy 
Eoton approached the intersection at approximately the same 
time as did Mrs. Vaughan, nor does it go into full detail as to 
the statutory duty in giving the forfeiture provisions in case 
Eoton ,vas speeding, ,vhich is set forth in the code. 
rrhe plaintiffs object and except to Instruction No. 4 of the 
defendants in that th<?ro was absolutely no evidence to the 
effect that the vehicle which Sanely Eoton was driving entered 
the intersection in advance of Mrs. Vaughan. This 
page 253 ~ instruction also sets forth a different standard of 
care than that referred to in the code. 
The plaintiffs object and except to Defendants' Instruction 
No. 5 in that there is absolutely no evidence thnt l\frs. Vaughan 
did not have her car under proper control at all times. 
The plaintiffs object and except to Defendants' Instruction 
No. 6 in that there is no evidence that Mrs. Vaughan was 
exceeding the speed limit or that she was driving at an ex-
cesi:;ive rate of speed. 
Tho plaintiffs object and except to Defendm1ts' Instruction 
No.7111 that there is absolutely no evidenee that Mrs. Vaughan 
entered the intersection when defendant's truck was dan-
gerously near, and this instruction is contrary to the code pro-
visions setting- forth the right of way of vehicles approaching 
intersections and the fact that a vehicle tra-,rcling; at an ex-
cessive rate of speed yields any right of wa~r that it mav have. 
· The plaintiffs object and except to the grnnting· of Defend-
ants' Instruction No. 10 in that it does no+ tell the jury to 
consider all the circumstances and facts of the case in de-
termining whether there was neg;ligence on the part of the· 
defendant. This instruction is entirely mislea.d-
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page 254 ~ ing- as to the point of law as applied to this case. 
The plaintiffs object and except to the granting 
of Defendants' Instruction No. 11 in that there was absolutely 
no evidence of facts which would lead the jury to believe that 
there ,:ms contributory negligence on the part of Mrs. 
Vaughan, and it does not cover the fact that negligence on the 
part of Mrs. Vaughan is not imputed· to the guests, Eva Kid-
well and Daniel Kid well. 
The plaintiffs object to the refusal of the Court to allow 
Plaintiffs' Instruction No. 5 and except to the Court's ruling. 
The evidence discloses sufficient facts to warrant a full in-
struction on reckless driving, which is not covered by any other 
instruction g-ranted. 
The plahrtiffs object and except to the refusal of the Court 
to grant Plaintiffs' Instruction No. 9, on the ground that from 
the force of the impact as evidenced by the damage, from the 
fact that the defendant was under the influence of alcohol, 
from the fact that the defendant was speeding, exceeding the 
speed limit, from the fact that the defendant did not keep a 
proper lookout, from the fact that the defendant did not 
huve his car under proper control, there was sufficient evidence 
of wanton and reckless conduct to show a conscious disreg·ard 
for the rh?hts of others such as would sustain an 
page 255 } instruction for punitive damages. There was full 
evidence of a large number of breaches of duty 
such as would warrant the jury in finding punitive damages. 
The plaintiffs object and except to the failure of the Court 
to grant Plaintiffs 1 Instruction No. 11 concerning gross negli-
gence to offset any contributory negligence on the part of 
plaintiff M:rs. Vanghan. There is sufficient evidence as to 
_drinking, speeding, not keeping a proper lookout, not having 
the vehicle under control, recklessness, to easilly j:ustify an 
instruction on gross negligence. The plaintiffs cite 193 Va. 
121,193 Va. 470, 162 Va. 654. 
(The case was then argued by counsel and the jury retired 
to consider its verdict.) 
• • • • 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. G. TURNER, Clerk. 
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